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Abstract of Thesis entitled: Trade and Population in Late Qing 
Xinjiang: A GIS Study. Submitted by Tian Huan for the degree of 
Master of Philosophy at the Chinese University of Hong Kong in June 
2003. 
In 1759 the Qing Empire resumed its rule of Xinjiang and this unification lasts 
until now. Furthermore, the establishment of the Xinjiang province in 1884 indicated 
the Qing's rule of Xinjiang entered a new phase after a period of devastating but 
futile wars of separation and Russian invasion (1864-1881). From then on, Xinjiang 
was brought under the regular civil administrative system (junxianzhi) of China and 
the Han Chinese officials, in place ofManchu officials, began to implement Chinese-
style administration in this frontier region. 
Therefore, 1884-1911 is a crucial period for us to address the most fundamental 
question we concern on China's frontier history: To what extent and by what means 
Xinjiang was incorporated to the Central Empire by the eve of the fall of Imperial 
China? 
To do so, I intend to reveal an important facet of this story of the late Qing 
Xinjiang concentrating on the trade and market of Xinjiang in its demographic 
context at that time. The two main sources of this period, Xinjinag Tuzhi and 
Xinjiang Xiangtuzhigao, provide us abundant social and trade information to 
examine Xinjiang's basic economic patterns and trade relations in the early twentieth 
century. 
Employing the methodology of Geographic Information System (GIS), we are 
able to comprehend the discrepancy of economic growth among different regions, 
the market structure of Xinjiang, and the trade relations within and without Xinjiang 
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Introduction 
Xinjiang area was the theatre of conflict and exchange between Inner Asian 
steppe nomads and sedentary Chinese farmers. The efforts of the Han and Tang 
dynasties to extend Chinese power into Central Asia were the historical milestones of 
the Middle Kingdom's jurisdiction over Xinjiang. After Tang Dynasty Emperor 
Xuanzong's withdrawal of the main garrison forces from the northwest during the 
An Lunshan Rebellion (755-763)，this area to the west of Shaanxi and Gansu 
remained independent from the rule of the central empire, and time and again 
became a source of exogenous threat, until the Qianlong Emperor brought to a 
successful conclusion the northwestern campaigns that were initiated by the Kangxi 
Emperor. 
Having conquered the Zunghar Khanate and Khoja brothers in early 1759, the 
Qianlong Emperor gave Zungharia {zhunbu, the northern part) and Altishar {huibu, 
the southern part) a new name "Xinjiang", which can be literally translated into the 
"New Territories" or the "New Domain" of the Gansu province, or indeed the Qing 
Empire at large. The Qing's rule over the Xinjiang area from the 1759 conquest until 
the collapse of the Dynasty in 1911 can be broadly divided in the following three 
phases: 
The first phase (1759-1864): The Yili (Hi) general {Yili jiangjun), whose office 
was located in Huiyuan city of Yili, ruled over the entire Xinjiang on behalf of the 
Qing government. However, in the eastern part of Xinjiang, the Muslims of Hami 
and Turfan were prganized, unusually, under a banner system with their chieftains 
designated disjasaks. Jasaks, hereditary rulers with princely titles granted by the Qing 
emperor, ruled over their people autonomously. Also, they were subject to inspection 
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by Qing military officials. In South Xinjiang, Muslim o f f i c i a l s — w h o m the 
Qing appointed to administer the Turki-speaking population—governed Muslims and 
� other Turki-speaking natives, under supervision of the military residents. 
During this period, the Qing government adopted one of the traditional policies 
of Chinese frontier strategy, that is, to settle soldiers and civilians on the reclaimed 
land to develop agriculture. By 1775, civilians, soldiers and convicts had reclaimed 
over 282,600 mu new land. By 1808, the figure had increased by about fourteen 
times. 1 
An annual subsidy (xiexiang) transferred from the interior to Xinjiang in this 
period caused the long lasting debate in the ruling circle about whether Xinjiang was 
too costly to sustain. Estimated by James A. Millward, from the beginning of Jiaqing 
reign (1796)，845,000 taels of silver were transported into Xinjiang annually. After 
1828，the figure increased to 905,000.2 
The second phase (1864-1881): This is a period of warfare. 
Begs Encouraged by the Muslim rebellions in Yunnan (1855-1873) and Shaanxi 
provinces (1855-1873), the Uyghur and Tungan people in Kuche (Kucha) took action 
in 1864 and overthrew the local government. This uprising expanded to nearly the 
entire South Xinjiang, and the Qing rule of this area was on the brink of collapse. 
Between 1864 and 1877, the Muslims in South Xinjiang set up an independent 
state "Kashgaria" under the leadership of the Kokandi adventurer Yaqub Beg, who 
tried to maintain good relations with both the Great Britain and Russia, in the hope 
that they would protect him against the Qing military attack. 
‘Zeng Wenwu 曾問吾，Zhongguo jingying xiyii shi 中國經營西域史.（Shanghai: Shangwu 
yingshuguan, 1936), pp.278-280. 
2 Mi Huajian 米華健(James A. Millward). "1759-1860 nian Xinjiang baiyin shengmingxian" 1759-
1860年新疆白銀生命錢.In Ma Dazheng馬大正et. al, eds.，Xiyu kaocha yu yanjiu西域考察與研 
究.（Ummchi: Xinjiang Renmin Chubanshe, 1994), p. 362. 
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Under these unstable conditions, the Russians proceeded to annex the Ili Valley 
m 1870，in the name of maintaining law and order in this area and the territory in 
Russian Turkestan they newly conquered. 
In 1877，Yaqub Beg was defeated by the Qing troops under General Zuo 
Zongtang, and Qing government resumed it control over Xinjiang. However, the 
"Yili Crisis" continued until 1881when the St. Petersburg Treaty affirming the return 
of most of the annexed territory to China was signed. Under the terms of this treaty, 
Russia kept part of the annexation and China had to pay indemnities and allow 
Russia to open more consulates in this area. The political change in Yili between 
1871and 1881 had been discussed in length in Immanuel Hsu's works.^ 
The third phase (1881-1911): This is another crucial period for Qing's rule in 
Xinjiang. In 1884, the Qing government accepted Zuo Zongtang's suggestion of 
establishing a Xinjiang province to consolidate their control in this newly recovered 
area. From then on, Xinjiang was brought into the regular civil administrative system 
O'unxian zhf) of China with its capital in Dihua (Urumchi). Xinjiang was divided 
into four circuits {dao\ which were further subdivided into the standard units: 
prefectures {fu, ting)’ independent sub-prefectures (zhiliting, zhilizhou), and counties 
(xian, fenxian). 
3 See Immanuel Hsu Chung-yueh, The Ili Crisis: A Study of Sino-Russian Diplomacy, 1871-1881 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1965). 
4 The word of “jimxian” 郡縣 was used widely by the Qing officials referring to the regular civil 
administrative system implemented in the China Proper, but not its original meaning of the Qin and 
Han dynasties. See Zuo Zongtang 左宗棠’ Zunzhi tongchou quanju zhe 遵旨統簿全局折，"ze she 
xingsheng, gai junxian, shi you burong yi zhe 則設行将、改郡縣，事有不容已者 . ” In Zuo 
Zongtang quanji 左宗棠全集,(Changsha: Yuelu Shushe，1986-1996), vol.6 Zougao, p. 703. 
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During this time, the Han Chinese officials, in place of Manchu officials, began 
to implement Chinese-style administration in this frontier region.^ The tax structure 
was revised to conform with that in other provinces. Begs in the minority regime 
were placed under greater official supervision and renamed as Xiangyue (community 
compact). Moreover, Chinese immigration to Xinjiang increased greatly until the end 
of the Qing Empire. Meanwhile, The scramble for interests between the English and 
the Russians inevitably took place in Southern Xinjiang at that time. 
Therefore investigating the impact of such important political changes on 
Xinjiang's development will be crucial for us to understanding Qing Xinjiang. 
However, it seems that researches focusing on this period were far from enough in 
both western and Chinese scholarship. 
Recent decades witnessed an increasing interest in the study of the Qing Empire 
(1644-1912)，since its political and social developments had in many respect 
conditioned the path of modem China. Most important, the Qing Empire laid most of 
the territorial foundations of the People's Republic China. Xinjiang area illustrates 
this clearly. It was incorporated again into China under the firm control of the Qing 
regime in 1759 after about eight centuries since mid-Tang dynasty. And it remained 
part of the Chinese territories until now. From this perspective, the Qing is a 
significant period of Xinjiang's history, for it shaped the current reality there. 
About the history of Xinjiang during the Qing Dynasty, Chinese and western 
scholarships have divergent perspectives and emphases. Western historians of Qing 
or Republican China seldom took their research beyond Jiayuguan, even fewer had 
done so on Xinjinag before the 1860's. History of Xinjiang in the seventeenth and 
5 As for the ethnical structure of ruling circle of Xinjiang before 1881，see Joanna Waley-Cohen, Exile 
in Mid-Qing China (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 1991)’ pp. 24-26. 
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nineteenth centuries was left to Inner Asia scholars. This elision of Qing Xinjiang 
and Inner Asia from the historiography of modem "China" is not accidental. To a 
large extent, "it is the result of how the boundaries of modem Chinese history itself 
have been drawn by some of most influential historians in this field.，，6 
Owen Lattimore, a great friend of the nomad, established a framework in his best 
known and most read book, Inner Asian Frontier of China, for understanding Inner 
Asia and China that few scholars have looked beyond. He defined the general 
historical relationship between the Chinese and steppe people in the Central Asian 
world as “it stood apart, yet not altogether apart"/ He believed that it was the advent 
of the West in the mid-nineteenth century that finally came to an end of historical 
interaction along the Great Wall.^ Thus Qing's direct rule on Xinjiang, which started 
from 1759 and lasted more than one century, was discussed by only two paragraphs 
in Inner Asian Frontier of China probably because of his less attention to the new 
interaction under the new administrative system, which was quite inconsistent with 
the Great Wall pattern. 
Besides, Qing Xinjiang was somewhat a problematic issue in John King 
Fairbank's "tribute system"^ It was also excluded from the G. William Skinner's 
"nine physiographic macro regions" and his analysis of the relationship between 
urbanization and field administration.^^ 
6 James A. Millward, Beyond the Pass: Economy, Ethnicity, and Empire in Qing Central Asia, 1759-
1864 (California: Stanford University Press 1998)，p.5. 
7 Owen Lattimore, Inner Asian Frontiers of China (Boston: Beacon Press, 1940), p. 171. 
8 Ibid, p. 512. 
9 John King Fairbank, "A Preliminary Framework." In John King Fairbank, ed., The Chinese World 
Order: Traditional China's Foreign Relations (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1968), 
pp. 1-20. 
1�Will iam G. Skinner, ed., The city in late imperial China (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1977); 
"Marketing and Social Structure in Rural China" Part 1，The Journal of Asian Studies no. 1 (Nov, 
1964): 2-43. 
5 
This "collective blind spot" has been attracting more attentions in the last decade. 
Now we have two substantial monographs in this field. One is the Exile in Mid-Qing 
China, written by Joanna Waley-Cohen and the other being the Beyond the Pass: 
Economy Ethnicity, and Empire in Qing Central Asia, 1759-1864, by James A. 
Millward. Both were written after painstaking examination of the Qing court 
archives in Beijing and Taibei. Besides, Peter Perdue did a lot of excellent works in 
the same field. 
In his study on Xinjiang agricultural colonies, Perdue draws a meaningful 
analogy between the Qing Empire and some other European empires. As we know, 
they all have conquered vast empty frontiers that served as arenas for social 
experimentation. However, Zungharia (the northern Xinjiang) did not end up with a 
uniform population. The imperial rulers deliberately mixed peoples and 
administrative structures, producing the mixure of cultures that continues to 
characterize Xinjiang today. Apparently Perdue appreciates such promotion of 
cultural diversify. He also suggests that imperial rule did not require a uniform 
ideology. 11 
Besides the discussion on the system of banishment to Xinjiang in that "critical" 
period at great length, Joanna Waley-Cohen also tries to demonstrate that the 
experience of exile had a direct impact on intellectual thought related to the 
annexation of Xinjiang into the empire. In her conclusion, Professor Cohen argues 
that this policy had some inherent contradictions as a result from Qing ruler's 
ambiguous attitude toward the region's status. They wanted to demonstrate the 
success of "colonization" by declaring Xinjiang a part of the China Proper and at the 
‘‘Peter Perdue, "The Agrarian Basis of Qing Expansion into Central Asia", paper presented at Third 
International Conference on Sinology. Taiwan., April 30, 2000. p.26. 
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same time also wanted to maintain a distinction between the frontiers and the 
heartland to make clear that banishment to Xinjiang was the most severe form of 
exile. In this latter regard, they forced large numbers of convicts to settle here to 
accelerate the reclamation, while taking the high risk in relying on those 
troublemakers and outlaws. Thus, the complex goals of this policy were only partly 
achieved. 12 
Millward tries to give his opinion on Qing Xinjiang in the first phase (1759-1864) 
from two aspects: economic policy, which aimed at financial self-sufficiency for the 
newly conquered region; and ethnic policy, which sought to neutralize any possible 
nomad threat to the dynasty on its northwestern borders. From his perspective, there 
were not only multiple players but also two-way relationships of colonization in this 
game. Manchus were the conquerors of China physically, but also themselves the 
objects of a cultural assault. Han Chinese were among the first to suffer from Qing 
imperialism, but later became its most vehement promoters and prided beneficiaries. 
In his Xinjiang studies, Millward describes his main goal as to comprehend the 
evolving Qing imperialism in Xinjiang on its own t e r m s ” 
It is more noteworthy that in Millward's research on the rate of exchange 
between copper coins and silver, he suspects that the influx of silver in the form of 
Xinjiang xiexiang caused the exchange rate for the whole Qing Empire to fluctuate. 
Furthermore, silver's appreciation and copper's depreciation had had social side 
effects. For instance，the farmers got copper coins by selling their com, while they 
had to pay their taxes with s i l v e r � 斗 
12 Joanna Waley-Cohen, Exile in Mid-Qing China (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 
1991)，pp. 218-129. 
Millward, Beyond the Pass, p. 19. 
14 Mi Huajian, "1759-1860 nian Xinjiang baiyin shengmingxian" pp. 363-364. 
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In 1930s Zeng Wenwu published Zhongguo Jingying Xiyu Shi ^Vhich is the first 
monograph written by Chinese scholar and related to the Qing's ruling in Xinjiang. 
Contemporary Chinese scholars made abundant valuable works on specific topics in 
the field of Qing Xinjiang, for instances, Lin Yongkuang and Wang Xi's translation 
of Manchu archives and interracial commerce affairs in Xinjiang; Fan Jinmin's on 
Han-Kazahk textile trade, Qi Qingshun and Xu Bofu's social and economic history 
of Qing Xinjiang, etc. In contrast to Western scholars, they prudently avoid 
showing their opinions in those topics related to Han colonization, empire, and 
identities. 
Most studies, especially those done by Chinese scholars, treated the development 
of Xinjiang in the late Qing period as a uniform course, with the exception of Pan 
Zhiping's and Hua Li's works'^. More specifically, they paid little attention to the 
changes in Xinjiang's governance system taken place in the early 1880s and the 
impacts of such changes on Xinjiang's development. 
Unlike the researches mentioned, this study focuses on the third phase (1881-
1911) of Xinjiang's development. Because of the crucial shift of the ethnicity of 
ruling elites as well as the implementation of the regular civil administrative system 
(Junxianzhi) we have mentioned above, it is imperative for us to find out what 
15 Zeng Wenwu 曾問吾：Zhongguo jingying xiyu shi 中國經營西域史（Shanghai: Shangwu 
yingshuguan, 1936). 
16 Lin Yongkuang 林永匡 and Wang Xi 王熹’ gingdai xibei minzu maoyi shi 清代西北民族貿易史 
(Beijing: Zhongyang minzu xueyuan chubanshe，1991); Fan Jinmin 范金民 and Jinwen 金文： 
Jiangnan sichou shi yanjiu 江南乡vl網史石jf究(Beijing: Nongye chubanshe, 1993); Qi Qingshun 齊^寿 
順："Xinjiang Jiansheng yu nanjiang weiwuer shehui jingji de biange he fazhan"新疆建将與南疆維 
吾爾社會經濟的變革和發展,Xinjiang daxuexuebao, Jan, 1999, vol. 27; Xu Bofli 徐伯夫："Qingdai 
qianqi Xinjiang diqu de fushui zhidu"清代前期新疆地區的賦税制度，mXiyushi luncong, the third 
volume (Urumchi: Xinjiang renmin chubanshe, 1990). 
“ S e e Pan Zhiping 潘志平，“Qingji Xinjiang shangye maoyi"淸季新疆商業貿易,Xiyu yanjiu, 1995， 
no. 3; Hua li,華立，Qingdai xinjicmg nongye kaifashi 淸代新疆農業開發史（Ha'erbin: Heilongjiang 
jiaoyu chubanshe, 1994)，pp. 190-199. 
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happened in Xinjiang during this period and the relationship between the political 
and administrative shifts and these features. It underscores the basic concern of the 
present study. 
There were mainly two sets of sources about Xinjiang edited in the late Guangxu 
and early Xuantong reigns. The first one is Xinjinag Tuzhi (XJTZ，hereafter as 
in which there are abundant data about demography and cultivated land. 
The second one is a collection of draft gazetteers of Xinjiang, the Xinjiang 
Xiangtuzhigao (XJXTZG, hereafter as Xiangtuzhigao) ^^  . These drafts were 
composed by professionals of every administrative region in order to provide the 
provincial government the materials for editing the Tuzhi. Thus they were written in 
the form of questionnaire. There was one chapter called “Shangwu” (commerce) in 
all the gazetteer drafts. In this chapter, the questionnaire usually covered information 
of the related region as follows: 
f 
1. For goods and products that were manufactured within the region, which will 
be put on market and what are the total amounts sold annually? 
2. Which items will be exported? To where? What is the total amount of such an 
exporting item annually? 
3. What merchandise will be imported into this region? From where? What is the 
total amount imported annually? 
This kind of questionnaire implies that the Xiangtuzhigao can provide rich 
records about in the trade and its commodities. More importantly, these records 
always indicate the name, amount and the flow direction of a certain trade in details. 
18 Yuan Dahua 袁大化 and Wang Shunan 王樹枏 etc.，Xinjiang Tuzhi (160 volumes) (Taibei: Wenhai 
chubanshe, 1965). 
19 Ma Dazheng,馬大正 Huang Guozheng 黄國政 and Su Fenglan 蘇鳳蘭，Xinjiang Xiangtuzhigao 
新疆鄉土志稿(Beijing: Quanguo tushuguan wenxian suowei flizhi zhongxin, 1990). 
9 
Despite the relatively rich information contained in these gazetteers, they have not 
attracted the attention of previous writers in the field as they deserve. The 
exceptional cases are Pan's and Hua's researches, respectively. Pan, in one short 
2 1 • • 
paper，divided the commodities recorded in Xiangtuzhigao into several types and 
attempted to understand the patterns of product exchange. However, his 
categorization was too loose and his tabulation of data was not clear enough to show 
the meaningful spatial patterns of commodities. Hua, who was focusing on 
agricultural development in Xinjiang, used agriculture-related data, which are only a 
part of rich economic and social data of Xiangtuzhigao, in his book entitled Qingdai 
Xinjiang nongye kaifashi?^ 
These two sets of materials offer us a large number of quantitative and concise 
data about Xinjiang's trade and other indicators of development around 1907-1910. 
In addition, the establishment of a range of uniform administrative units in Xinjiang 
in this period makes it possible to conduct some kind of spatial analysis based on the 
administrative units. More fortunately, an atlas compiled at GX 32 (1906) entitled 
Jiukan Xinjiang yutu^^ provides us nearly all of the county-level maps with accurate 
forms and correct legends (see the appendix). In this conjuncture, the tool of 
Geographic Information System (GIS) was employed in this thesis to process the 
demographic and trade data. 
A Geographic Information System is a computerized mapping system used to 
store, retrieve, manipulate, query, and report on mapping and related information. 
Two researches attached importance to these materials. See Pan Zhiping 潘志平，“Qingji Xinjiang 
shangye maoyi"清季新疆商業贸易， in Xiyu yanjiu, 1995，no. 3; Hua li 華立，Qingdai Xinjiang 
nongye kaifashi清代新疆農業開發史（Ha'erbin: Heilongjiang jiaoyu chubanshe, 1994), pp. 190-199. 
21 Pan Zhiping, "Qingji Xinjiang shangye maoyi". 
22 Hua li, Qingdai Xinjiang nongye kaifashi. 
^^Jiukan Xinjiangyutu 舊刊新疆與 A u t h o r Unknown. (Taibei: Chengwen chubanshe, 1968). 
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GIS essentially functioned as a spatial platform for my research. By creating a 
dataset of administrative units, I can develop a set of thematic maps based on 
different topics and accordingly try to develop interpretation on the relationships 
among those units indicated by the maps. The advantage of creating the GIS platform, 
rather than traditional way of mapping the data, is that the relationships between the 
units can be modified and improved whenever new information becomes available. It 
creates a lot more room of maneuvering of the information in a systematic manner, 
enabling reconstructions of phenomena that would not emerge and become 
observable otherwise. 
Finally, I would give a brief description of the structure of this thesis, which is 
organized into two parts, each containing two chapters respectively. Part One mainly 
provides the spatial context and a treatment of the demographic data of the sources 
surveyed; while in Part 2 the trade data will be further documented discussed from 
the spatial perspective. 
In Chapter One, I will explain the way I constructed the thirty-nine basic 
administrative regions which are visualized as the 39 basic polygons of the digital 
maps by the GIS methodology. In addition, the features and reliability of the 
demographic data will be explored at length to build a case for this study. 
Chapter Two presents the data of all 39 basic administrative regions in four types 
of demographic patterns, namely the economic ones, the ethnic ones, and two 
patterns of education and political elite respectively. The amount of information 
available on these patterns is asymmetrical, with the first type coming with the most 
abundant data whereas the last two witness relatively smaller amount of information. 
The trade patterns of several major commodities within as well as without 
11 
Xinjiang will be analyzed in Chapter Three. The commodities concerned include 
foodstuff, fur and livestock, cotton and cotton cloth, herbal medicines, wine and 
edible oil. The trade patterns are visualized by a series of maps. 
To better capture the dynamics of the commercial sector of the Xinjiang 
economy, I will further explore the Xinjiang market conditions in three aspects in 
Chapter Four. These cover the foreign trade, the local trade between the South and 
the North, and the trade with the China Proper. 
12 
Part I: Demography in Space 
Chapter One: Understanding the Data 
In 1884, after a heated debate on the relative importance between Coastal 
Defense (haifang) of the Southeast and Overland Defense {saifang) of the Northwest 
at the Qing court, the Qing government finally accepted Zuo Zongtang's suggestion 
of establishing a Xinjiang province in order to consolidate its control in this newly 
recovered area. From then on, Xinjiang was brought into the regular civil 
administrative system (juwcianzhi) of China. It was not the first time that China 
asserted direct control over this area, but the control mechanism in previous 
dynasties was primarily a military mode of governance, which usually applied to the 
frontiers. It was therefore the first time not only in the Qing Dynasty but also in the 
history of Imperial China that the central government tried to rule Xinjiang as part of 
the China Proper. After Xinjiang being a province, the administrative mechanism of 
the Qing government largely replaced the military one in this area. With this 
important transformation, Qing government was able to curtail dramatically its 
garrisons in Xinjiang and save enormous military expenditure. At the same time, the 
administrative center of Xinjiang shifted eastward from Yili to Urumchi. 
LI Formation of the administrative structure in late Qing and its GIS 
representation 
The administrative system of Junxianzhi was the crucial symbol of Qing's 
direct and comprehensive governance in Xinjiang. The process of regionalization 
turned out to be prudential and long lasting. As early as in 1875, Zuo Zongtang had 
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already begun to prepare this w o r k . 24 Moreover, he had dispatched officials to 
inspect the geographic and cultural conditions of Xinjiang. ^ ^ This process was 
eventually completed at the hands of Liu Jintang and Tan Zhonglin. However, 
constant restructuring and evolution of the administrative structure continued 
until 1898 (GX24). Although the borders of a county, the smallest administrative 
units，always kept stable in the China Proper, Xinjiang's situation from 1759 to 1884 
was somewhat unstable for two reasons. 
Firstly, before the annexation of 1759, the management of Xinjiang area 
experienced no uniform mode of regular civil administration modeled since imperial 
China. Even after that year, things were somewhat divergent in different parts of this 
"New Territories". In the northern part, the military governor of Yili ruled both 
garrison troops and agrarian people there. ^^  Meanwhile, civilian administrative 
structures were taking shape. Three prefecture-level units—Zhenxi Fu, Dihua Zhou 
and Tulufan Ting—were established under the control of the vice Banner 
Commander-in-chief (fudutong) stationing in Urumchi. As the local Han population 
increased, counties and prefectures were created and magistrates like those in the 
China Proper were appointed to handle civil affairs.^^ All these officials were under 
the jurisdiction of the Shaanxi-Gansu governor-general {shangan zongdu). In the 
eastern part of Xinjiang, the Muslims of Hami and Tulufan were organized, 
unusually, under a banner system with their chieftains designated as Jasaks. Jasaks, 
24 Chen li 陳理，‘‘Zuo Zongtang yu Xinjiang jiansheng"左宗棠與新疆建省,Zhongyang minzu daxue 
xuebao, 2001, no.3. 
25 Zuo Zongtang 左宗棠.7MO Zongtang quanji 左宗棠全渠(Changsha: Yuelu Shushe, 1986-1996), 
vol.7 Zougao, "Fuchen Xinjiang qingxing zhe". pp. 190-198. 
26 John King Fairbank and Kwang Ching Liu: The Cambridge History of China: Late Ch'ing, 1800-
1911 (part 2) (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1978)，p. 277. 
27 Millward, Beyond the Pass, p.33. 
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hereditary rulers with princely titles granted by the Qing emperor, ruled over their 
people autonomously. Also, the rulers were subject to inspection by Qing military 
officials. In South Xinjiang, Muslim o f f i c i a l s — w h o were appointed to 
administer the Turki-speaking population—governed Muslims and other Turki-
speaking natives under supervision of the military residents. Local governments were 
mainly set in the eight major cities of South Xinjiang {nanjiang badacheng) that 
included the four eastern cities (dongsicheng), i.e., Karashahr (Yanqi), Aksu (Akesu), 
Kucha (Kuche) and Ush (Wushi); and the four western cities {xisicheng\ i.e., 
Kashgar (Kashigaer), Yangi Hisar (Yingjishaer), Yarkand (Yecheng) and Khotan 
(Hetian). Commoners were spreading among "Muslim counties" {huizhuang). With 
the exception of huizhuang, all these begs were given a piece of land in a certain area 
(called yanglian dimu) and a group of Yanchi 28 as a part of their salaries. 
Theoretically, the total area of all these lands were about 1,154,870 mu. However, 
during their tours of duty, many local officials endeavored to enlarge their territories 
dramatically. It was evident that sometimes over fifty percent of the land was owned 
by those begs, who made up only one percent of the population of the Southern 
Xinjiang.29 sum, the three distinctive administrative structures were evolved from 
three different cultural traditions, i.e., Chinese, Mongolian, and Turkic respectively. 
There was no uniform administrative system in Xinjiang before 1884. 
Secondly, the natural environment of Xinjiang was far less favorable to 
agriculture than that of the China Proper. Due to the unstable ecosystem there, people 
could only settle whenever and wherever they could make a living. Thus, in Xinjiang, 
28 Yanchi: generally refers to the indigenous Uyghurs who were agricultural serfs of the Zunghar 
nobles. 
29 Qi Qingshun, "Xinjiang Jiansheng yu nanjiang weiwuer shehui jingji de biange he fazhan", 
Xinjiang daxue xuebao, vol. 27，1999, no. 1. 
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it is difficult to demarcate borders subdividing the region on a more permanent 
manner. The topographical characteristics of Xinjiang can be precisely captured as 
"two vast basins surrounded and divided by three mountain ranges" {sanshan jia 
liangpen). Still we can view the area as three main parts. In the Northern March 
{tianshan beilu), Zungharian Basin contains large tracts of semi-fixed dunes and 
scrubland good only as winter pasture. Nevertheless, the Qing government 
successfully developed agriculture in the river valleys and along the foot of the 
mountain ranges. South Xinjiang, at the center of the Tarim Basin the Taklamakan 
Desert，is one of the most forbidding places on earth. Irrigated agriculture was 
developed only in the surrounding river valleys, oases, and piedmont zones. This 
kind of agriculture had long been in existence prior to the forming of a Uyghur 
nation.3o Another kind of oasis agriculture was also developed for a long time in the 
Turfan depression. Together with the Hami area, it is called the Eastern Xinjiang.^' 
Hot weather and a long growing season make the plantation of fruit and cotton there 
a productive undertaking, though extensive irrigation is required. Although more 
than half of Eastern Xinjiang is to the south of Tianshan Mountain, it is generally 
still regarded as part of the North Xinjiang region due to a close relationship with the 
China Proper and its midway position from the latter to Xinjiang. 
To sum up, the implementation of Junxian system was a significant landmark 
in Xinjiang history. From Xinjiang's construction as a regular Chinese-style province 
in 1884 to the collapse of the Qing Dynasty, such a system had been implemented 
with frequent adjustments for nearly 30 years. More importantly, in spite of the 
30 As for the history of Xinjiang's agricultural development, see Hua Li, Xinjiang nongye kaifashi, pp. 
11-23. 
3丨 According to Zuo Koutou 佐 U1 透(Saguchi Tom): Xinjiang minzushi yanjiu 新疆民族史研究 
(Urumchi: Xinjiang renmin chubanshe, 1993)，the latest renewal of Turfan agriculture can be traced 
back to the late 15 century. 
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change of dynasties, the system continues to be valid in Xinjiang up to now. 
Therefore, our research based on the administrative divisions could be feasible and 
meaningful. 
However, during the process of establishment of the Province (jiansheng), how 
to rule the Yili and Tacheng (Tarbagatai) area that was the former political center of 
Xinjiang area became a constant debate. Qing government decided to retain the Yili 
general and councilors but at the same time restrain their powers. In 1882 (GX 8)， 
only Dihua, Aksu, Kashigaer dao were set up. Yita dao was established five years 
later in 1887. A team of administrative officials was nominated.^^ Notwithstanding, 
the Yili general {Yili jiangjun) and the Tarbagatai councilor (canzandachen) 
continued to take charge of the defense affairs ifangwu) of this territory. In particular, 
they controlled the banner troops (Manchu, Sibo and Solon) and all the tribes there 
such as Turgut, and Kazakh tribes?] Such a separation of power may have been a 
result of compromise between Manchu military officials and Han officials.�* In the 
following thirty years, tension between the two had never been completely resolved. 
Textifying this phenomenon, Yuan Dahua, the last provincial governor of Xinjiang 
(xunfu) once mentioned in his memorial to the throne: 
Seemingly, Xinjiang Xunfu is in charge of the whole Xinjiang area. However, 
Yili Military Governor (Yili Jiangjun) and the Councilor {Canzan dachen) 
actually controlled the Mongol and Kazakh tribes. Since the people were 
32 Zhao Erxun 趙爾巽’込ngshigao 淸史稿.（Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1976). Volume 23，benji 23. p. 
891. 
33 XJTZ. Volume \,Jianzhi, p.99 
34 Qi Qingshun.齊清順 “Qingdai Xinjiang xingzheng tizhi biange de zhongda shengli"淸代新疆行 
政體制變革的重大勝利，Xiyu Yanjiu, 1994，no. 2. 
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divided to be rule, not only the land was separated, so did the administration. 
Finally, the separated power could not be reunited.^^ 
Finally，towards the end of the reign of Guangxu, there were totally 4 Dao, 6 
Fu, 11 Ting’ 2 ZhiUzhou, 1 Zhou, 21 Xian and 2 Fenxian existed in Xinjiang. Figure 
1.1 shows the hierarchy of these administrative units.^^ 
All these administrative units of Xinjiang province can be divided into three 
levels. The first level includes 4 Dao (circuit) (the left column in Fig. 1.1). The 
second level includes 16 prefecture-level units (the middle column in Fig.1.1): 6 Fu 
(prefecture), 8 Zhiliting (independent sub-prefecture), and 2 Zhilizhou (independent 
department). The third level includes 32 county-level units (the right column in 
Fig. 1.1): 21 Xian, 2 Fenxian, 1 Zhou, 1 Fenfangxian and 7 areas under prefecture-
level units' direct jurisdiction (Tulufanting, Wensufu, Yanqifu, Kuchezhou, Shulefu, 
Shachefu, and Hetianzhou. These units are not shown in Figure 1.1). Given the 
geographical and social differences in Xinjiang, the territory of Xinjiang can also be 
divided into southern and northern parts. At the prefectural level, South Xinjiang 
includes Shulefu, Yingjishaerting, Shachefu, Hetianzhou, Wushiting, Wensufu, 
Kuchezhou, and Yanqifu. North Xinjiang includes Tachengting，Jingheting, Dihuafu, 
Yilifu, Kuerkalawusuting, Zhenxiting, Tulufanting, and Hamiting. 
In order to translate our data into a GIS database, we treat these administrative 
regions as 39 units that are the smallest units of territorial attribute. They are the 32 
county-level units and 7 prefecture-level units: Zhenxi Zhiliting, Kuerkalawusu Ting, 
Hami Zhiliting, Jinghe Zhiliting, Tacheng Zhiliting, Wushi Zhiliting, and Yingjishaer 
35 XJTZ. Volume 106’ Zoiiyi, "Yi Fu Yixin Quanju Zhe" (Memorial about the Reconstruction of 
Xinjiang), p. 3962. 
36 The Eastern Xinjiang, vaguely defined as the region east ofUrumqi and west of Jiayu Guan, is itself 
bisected by the Tianshan, and some sources treat the cities of Urumqi, Qitai and Barkol (Zhenxi) as 
part of the Northern Xinjiang, indeed, geographically they lie in South Xinjiang. 
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Zhiliting. These 39 units are indicated by 39 corresponding polygons in digital maps. 
Figure 1.1, Map 1.1 and Map 1.2 will help us understand the hierarchy and locations 
of these administrative units. 
L2 Population data reconsidered 
There is a substantial scholarship on demographic data of late imperial China. 
Ho Ping-ti's is one of the most influential works in this regard. His works also reveal 
the difficulties in the study of these data.^^ 
At times of national threats or disasters during the nineteenth century, the 
provincial and local authorities had little time or energy to work on population 
registration. Even after the pacification of the Taiping Rebellion as well as 
campaigns against the rebellious Muslims of the northwest, little was done to 
effectively restore the baojia household registration. It was not until the time 
between 1908 and 1911 that China took its first modem census. Though the results 
were uncritically used by some scholars to substantiate their arguments, Ho 
demonstrated his reservations on these data and asserted that after the collapse of the 
Baojia system there was no administrative organization, let alone a specially trained 
census organization, that could inform the local government the demographic reality 
of the society. Therefore, all the official population figures between 1902-1927 were 
the result of administrative self-deception.^^ 
“ J o h n K. Fairbank: Foreword for Ho Ping-ti: Studies on The Population of China, 1368-1953 
(Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1959). 
38 Ho Ping-ti: Studies on the Population of China, 1368-1953 (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard 
University Press, 1959), p.79. 
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Although Ho's assertion is in general valid, it does not mean that the 
demographic data of the late Qing Dynasty cannot be used to serve for well-defined 
and geographically confined study like the present one. In my study, the data come 
from a rather limited scope and are going to be used within this limit, that is, within 
the Xinjiang province. These are not for the purpose of obtaining at a general 
understanding of the demography of China in general. In theory, the wider the area 
from which the data were collected, the larger discrepancies they are likely to 
generate. The extent of distortion or exaggeration of data would be significantly 
reduced within a lower-ranked administrate region, such as a province, than within 
the whole empire. In other words, we would only discuss the relative results acquired 
from the various kinds of data of all the counties of Xinjiang, especially after its 
construction of province in 1885. And they are not used to compare with that of 
Shanghai and Jiangsu.^^ Moreover, I am not going to compare such data among 
different periods. My thesis will concentrate on a short period: around 1907-1911. 
On the other hand, the total population of Xinjiang at that time is only used to 
compare with other provincial population. Ruined by the Muslim Rebellion and 
long-lasting suppressing campaigns during Tongzhi and Guangxu reigns, the 
population of the Xinjiang area declined sharply. As reiterated in the gazetteers 
compiled at that time: Nine houses out of ten were empty (shi shi jiu kong). Nearly 
half of all the counties had a population less than twenty thousand in the early 
twentieth century. Such a small range made the demographic statistics easy to 
compile and more reliable. Also, the deviation will be correspondingly small as a 
result. 
39 Ibid, pp.78-79. 
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Altogether, the demographic data will play an important role in my research, in 
spite of their deficiencies. Actually the demographic materials of Xinjiang between 
1907-1910 are quite adequate. So far there are at least four sources dealing with it. 
Two of them come from two different wolumQS—Jianzhi and Minzheng—of the same 
gazetteer: Xinjiang Tuzhi {XJTZ, hereafter as Tuzhi )，whose compilation started from 
1909 and finished in 1911. The third source is Xinjiang Jianzhizhi {XJJZZ, hereafter 
as Jianzhizhi), and the forth is Xinjiang Xiangtuzhigao {XJXTZG, hereafter as 
Zhigao). Jianzhizhi was compiled late in the Guangxu reign, whose author was Song 
Bolu. The demographic data of this book are identified as Guangxu 33 (hereafter as 
GX 33) (1907)40. The latter Zhigao was a collection of gazetteers of almost all 
counties or prefectures. They are drafts of the uniform Tuzhi. The precise time of 
compliation is unknown but is most likely around 1907-1910 when demographic data 
were collected. Table 1.1 shows the total population for each region in Xinjiang as 
presented in the three sources of Tuzhi (XJTZ), Jianzhizhi (XJJZZ), and 
Xiangtuzhigao (XJXTZG) respectively. 
In Table 1.1，the figures of total population of the 39 units were not identical in 
these three gazetteers. When calculating total population and population density of a 
region, the figures oiXiangtuzhigao were chosen for two reasons: 
First, as mentioned above, due to the separation of power over Yitadao, Tuzhi 
and Jianzhizhi only documented the registered population under the control of Yili 
Xunfu’ while the figures of Xiangtuzhigao are a sum of all categories of people, 
including the tribes (In Tuzhi they call these tribes as Ebo, this word originally 
meaned the pile of stone used in sacrifices by the Mongols and other Lamanistic 
tribes. Ebos are always documented separately). Such cases included: 
40 Song Bolu. Xinjiang jianzhi zhi. Taibei: Taiwan Shangwu Yinshuguan, 1963. Volume 1，pp7-8. 
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Tachengting: Obviously, Jianzhizhi and Tuzhi do not count the population of 
Kazakh, Mongolian (Turgut) tribes and Russian immigrants. 
Kuerkalawusuting: the figure in Xiangtuzhigao is 8075， including the 
Mongolian (Turgut tribes) population of about 3,500 that is omitted in both Tuzhi 
and XJJZZ. Thus I chose 8,075 as the right one. 
Ningyuanxian: the two figures in Jianzhizhi and Xiangtuzhigao are very close, 
but larger than that in Tuzhi. The reason is probably that the latter did not include the 
5,300 newly registered Russian Uyghurs (pcin shou e chart). 
Second, the majority of the figures of Tuzhi are larger than those of the other 
two sources. There are cases that turned out to be exaggerated. For instance, about 
Shanshanxian, the figure in Tuzhi is 30095 (sum of all the figures in two sets of 
categories) which is much larger than the one documented in Jianzhizhi and 
Xiangtuzhigao. In Tuzhi, the population of Muslims is up to 30,101, even more than 
the total population. In addition, all the gazetteers of Xiangtuzhigao were compiled 
as drafts of Tuzhi, thus it can be regarded as the first-hand data compared to Tuzhi. 
When dealing with certain issues in this article, I have used the thematic data 
and total population figure of the same material to calculate ratios or percentages. 
Still, there are two issues that required further explanations. 
The first one deals with the Muslim population. There are 5 counties without 
records about their Muslim population in Tuzhi. I can only use the data or 
information on the Xiangtuzhigao to fill in the Table of Total Population of Tuzhi. 
They are listed below: 
a.) Shayaxian: all are Uyghurs (Muslims). Xiangtuzhigao: Shayaxian 
Xiangtuzhi-Renlei (p.575); 
25 
Table 1.1 Total Population Documented in Three Sources 
No. r e g i o n XJTZ'^ X J J Z Z X J X T Z G 
1 Dihuaxian 38,994 33,378 33,378 
2 Changjixian 9,801 8,270 
3 Suilaixian 15,712 15,188 16,5^ 
4 Fukangxian 4,604 6,780 
5 Fuyuanxian 一 8,235 9,660 8,613 
6 Qitaixian 14,590 10,120 15,523 
7 Hutubixian 一 8,220 6,825 6,825 
8 Tulufanting 41,704 40,513 40,317 
9 Shanshanxian 30,101 18,769 18,7^ 
10 Zhenxiting 8,058 8,300 7,579 
11 Hamiting 4,568 4,222 4 面 
12 Kuerkalawusuting 3,805 3，祝 8,075 
13 Suidingxian 10,4 召 9 ,3^ 9,340 
14 Ningyuanxian 22,937 28,176 
15 Jingheting 2,225 7,Q60" 4,778 
16 Tachengting 5,132 4,759 4 0 两 
17 Wcnsufu 55,202 42,622 — 101,332 
18 Wensuxian 51,287 37,2^ 100,847 
19 Baichengxian 47,639 4 0 ^ 40,268 
20 Kepingfenxian 5,871^^ 5,655 
21 Wushiting 47,4^ 47,2^ 47,267 
~ 2 2 iKuchezhou 99,435| 104,205| 74,7 元 
41 We can find demographic records in two chapters of XnZ—Jianzhi (Volume 1) and Minzheng 
(Volume 5). Jianzhi provides the figure of total population of every county in Xinjiang. Records of 
Minzheng were more detailed: every county has four sets of data under different categories: ethnicity 
(Han, Uyghur etc.), place of registered residence {jiguan , local or non-local), religion (Muslim or 
Christian), and job (Scholar and officials, farmers, workers, and merchants). Technically, the sums of 
certain set of categories should be equal to each other and the total population number recorded in 
Jianzhi. Intriguingly, it seems they two have different material resources or were respectively 
compiled, since those sum figures on the same county are often different. However, more often they 
are exactly the same, so we can safely come to the conclusion: it is the demographic data of the same 
time period that the two chapters recorded. So I choose only one figure from XJTZ in this table. 
Except those I explained in footnotes respectively, still there are some contradictions that I cannot find 
the reasons. Such as: Hutubixian: 8570 in Minzheng, 8220 in Jianzhi; Yechengxian: 118564 in 
Minzheng, 188564 in Jianzhi-, Bachuzhou: 61868 in Mingzheng, 61768 in Jianzhi; Puliting: 9200 in 
Mingzheng, 9210 in Jianzhi-, Yanqifu: 24024 in Minzheng, 22004in Jianzhi; Finally I choose the one 
more close to any other two figures in XJJZZ or XJXTZG. 
42 The total population of Kepingfenxian is recorded as 2744 in Jianzhi, but the sum results as 5871 in 
Minzheng. Finally, due to the general relation between numbers of family (hu) and people (min) of 
Xinjiang (actually it was same as other places in that period), something about 1: 4), there were 1284 
families in Kepingfenxian, so the number of 2744 could be incorrect. Then I choose 5871 as the total 
number. 
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N o . r e g i o n X J T Z ' i X J J Z Z X J X T Z G 
23 Shayaxian 25’44? 10,360 33,600 
24 Yanqifu 24,024 21,041 
25 Xinpingxian 4,905 4,920 4,925 
26 Ruoqiangxian 4,1 訂 3,384 3,383 
27 Luntaixian 1 6 , ^ 10,419 10,297 
28 Shulefu 169,950 132,135 123,2^ 
29 Shufuxian 173,818 117,285 n ^ 
30 Gashixian 134,501^ 99,831 100,351 
31 Yingjishaerting 116,971 104,025 101,810 
32 Shachefu 196,380^ 162,615 1 6 2 ^ 
33 Puliting 8,609 
34 Bachuzhou 61,868 22,734 3 4 ^ 
35 Yechengxian 118,564 94,367 9 4 ^ 
36 Pishanxian 44,184 31,606 3 1 液 
37 Hetianzhou 204,112^ 137,841 1 3 7 ^ 
38 Yutianxian 97,806 85,937 86,4^7 
39 iLuopuxian 72，763| 53,2781 63,338 
b.) Ruoqianxian: all are Uyghurs (Muslims). Xiangtuzhigao: Ruoqiangxian 
Xiangtuzhitu-Renlei (p.541); 
43 First, the district under direct control of Yanqifu has the same records of their total population in 
both two chapters. So those of Shayaxian (also belonging to Yanqifu) should also be the same. 
However, in Jianzhi, the total population of Shayaxian is 25442 (6107 families), while in Minzheng, 
local population is 24665 (5867 families), guesting population from within Xinjiang is 3740 
(184families), and guesting population from out of Xinjiang is 223 (56 families). Their sum is much 
more than 25442. According to the general ratio of population and family number, the population of 
guesting population from within Xinjiang could be incorrect, so I change the figure of 3740 into 564 
(25442-24655-223=564). 
44 For the same reason as Shayaxian mentioned above, the two records of Gashixian should also be the 
same. In Minzheng, the sum of Urban and Rural population is 134501，equal to the total population 
recorded in Jianzhi. However, in the category of Place of Registered Residence {jiguan), local 
population is 134157 (27500 families), guesting population from Xinjiang {benshengjiji) is 1970 (235 
families), and the guesting population from out of Xinjiang {waisheng jiji) is 147 (27 families). The 
sum is larger than 134501. Since the rate of population and family of bensheng jiji is abnormal, 
134501 minus 134157 and 147 leaves 197. Compared to the figure of 1970，it would be safe to guess 
that after a clerical error, the compiler fabricated a family number. 
45 Shachefu However, the total population of Shachefu in Jianzhi is very near to the sum of its five 
counties in Mingzheng (43196 and 43097,but the sum of Jianzhi is 50106), but does not accord to the 
sum of five counties in Jianzhi. Due to another set of results got from the records of Urban/Rural in 
Minzheng and the similarity between the three couples of figures, it seems the records in Minzheng 
can be correct. 
46 All the figures of Hetianzhou are different between volumes \{Jianzhi) and volume A2{Minzheng). I 
keep them all. I can only speculate that the data in Jianzhi are early before those in Minzheng because 
all figures in the former are smaller than those of the latter. 
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c.) Puliting: Except for several foreigners, the others are all Muslims. {Buhui, 
Tahui, Chanhm) ibid, (p.626); 
d.) Hetianzhou: Male 69693 {ding). Female: 67298 {kou) ibid, (p.671); and 
e.) Luopuxian: According to Luopuxian Xiangtuzhi-Renlei and Shizu, there 
were not resident Han people. Also, no one believed in Lamaism (Jama), Gelugpa 
(huangjiao\ Kagyupa {hongjiao\ or Christianity (tianzhu yesu). So it is safe to infer 
that the registered population consisted mainly of Muslims. 
The second issue has something to do with the terminology of ting and kou. 
Although many scholars have discussed the exact meanings of these two terms and 
their possible differences, in Xiangtuzhigao, it seems that ding and kou have identical 
meaning, since two terms always appear in the parallel positions. For instance, in 
Shayaxian Xiangtuzhi, the male population is documented as about 16,900 ding, 
while the female population is documented as about 16,700 kou" In Wushizhiliting 
Xiangtuzhi, the total population is documented as 47,267 dingkou•奶 It is therefore 
likely that both indicated a person in the census, only some time it might be used to 
distinguish different sexes. As in the following analysis, the issue of gender 
differentiation will not be involved, it will be valid to employ these data as 
practically referring to the same number of population count. 
47 XJXTZG. Shayaxian Xiangtuzhi, p.575. 
4 8 XJXTZG. Wushizhiliting Xiangtuzhi, p p . 5 8 5 . 
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Chapter Two: Documenting the Demographic Patterns 
The data of all 39 basic administrative regions mentioned in chapter one will be 
organized into four types of demographic patterns, namely economic, ethnic, 
educational and political, respectively. The amount of information available on these 
types of patterns is asymmetrical, with the first type having the most abundant data 
whereas the last two having relatively much lesser amount of information. 
2,1 Economic Patterns 
Based on the availability of the data, five indexes are calculated and thematic 
maps are constructed to facilitate a meaningful analysis. 
2.1.1 Population density 
As mentioned above, we use the figures of total population of the Zhigao in this 
study. As for the area of these 39 regions, the documented data of Tuzhi are 
questionable. When we add the urban (shizhen) area and rural (xiangcun) area 
recorded in Volume 40 to 44 {minzheng) of it, not even one result was consistent 
with the figures obtained from the grid map of Jiukan Xinjiang Yutu'\ Thus the area 
figures used here are actually obtained from the base map—MAPINFO software can 
measure the area of a certain polygon automatically. Then we reconstructed the Map 
2 .1 . 























































Two main factors determine the population density of every region. One is the 
natural environment and the other is the cultural factor, including politics, historical 
and ethnical conditions. Judging from Map 2.1, natural factor was most significant in 
determining the distribution of population in Xinjiang. 
As can be observed, the hinterland of Zunghar Basin, where is largely the 
Taklamakan Desert, had a much lower population density. Such an area includes 
most part of Hetianzhou and all the Yanqi Fu. As for Zhenxiting, mountains, gobi 
and deserts make up nearly ninety percents of the land there. In the remaining ten 
percent of the land, mainly basins and plateaus, average temperature is too low to 
develop agriculture. However, pasture is possible in such a climate. As a result, 
Kazaks and a small number of Han people alone could not have made up a high 
population density there. The extension of Tianshan Mountain as well as the gobi 
and desert in front of it occupy more than half of Hamixian. Therefore, the 
population densities of these regions were relatively low. 
Expect for these regions that were influenced by the formidable climatic and 
geographic conditions, the population distribution of other regions were determined 
largely by the political and historical factors. First of all, apart from the desert and 
gobi area, the population density of South Xinjiang was higher than North Xinjiang, 
generally because the Uyghur Rebellion, Russian invasion and Kokandi occupation 
that occurred from 1864-1881 incurred serious damage to the agricultural production 
and economy of the North. 5�Secondly, In North Xinjiang, the high population 
density areas were around provincial capital—Dihua and previous political center— 
Yili. More obviously, In the South the area including three prefectural capitals: 
Shulefu，Shachefu and Yingjisha'erting was the place with the highest population 
50 Hua li, Qingdai Xinjiang nongye kaifashi, pp. 190-199 
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density among all of Xinjiang area. Thirdly, population density of prefectural capital 
was usually higher than other administrative units within the same prefecture.^^ 
2.1.2 Area of cultivated land 
After reuniting Xinjiang into the Qing Empire, the central government soon had 
the land of Xinjiang measured in 1884 (GXIO). There were totally 11,480,000 mu of 
wasted land and cultivated land, including 9,930,000 mu of cultivated land.^^ After 
this procedure, Qing government distributed the salary-field of Begs {Yanglian dimu) 
to common people {huan di yu min) and reformed the land tax system there.^^ At the 
same time, land reclamation never stopped. Zuo Zongtang carried out the policy of 
downsizing military troops and turning soldiers back to farmers {cai yong gui nong) 
from 1875.54 Many fanners previously ran away due to wars received assistance 
from the government to return to their homelands. Agricultural immigrants from the 
China Proper and within Xinjiang were encouraged to settle in those areas of spare 
population in Xinjiang. In addition, the Qing court issued edicts to absolve criminals 
and exiled them together with their family members to Xinjiang to take part in the 
reclamation (zhuken renfan xiejuan shibian). All these policies were so effective that 
in 1911 the total cultivated land of Xinjiang had increased to 10,780,000 mu.^ ^ 
51 Suidingxian is a special case because the military banner troops and their families in Yili Fu were 
not counted in the registered population here. 
52 Liang Fangzhong 梁方仲，Lidai hukou, tudi.tianfu tongji 歷代戶 口，土地，田賦統計（Shanghai 
Renmin Chubanshe, 1993), p.318. 
“Following the way of the China Proper, the government collected land tax according to the number 
of people {ding), instead of the land area. 
Zuo Zongtang, Zuo Zongtang Quanji (Changsha: Yulu Shushe, 1986-1996), “Zcmgao", volume 45-
51. 
“XJTZ’ volume 65. Twang. It was documented that all the area of Xinjiang at that time was 
4,491’ 100 sq li. 1 sq /i equals to 540 mu. While cultivated land only made up 1/225 area. Thus we can 
calculate the area of cultivated land is nearly 10,780,000 mu. 
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Tuzhi documented the size of the cultivated land for all the 39 regions. From 
these data I have developed two thematic maps. One is based on the area of 
cultivated land (Map 2.2). The other is based on per capita cultivated land (Map 2.3). 
As illustrated in Map 2.3, in Dihuafu, Tulufan ting, Zhenxiting，and Yili fu, the 
size of cultivated land was large. The land-area per capita was even higher. 
Meanwhile other places, such as Tachengting ^^  and Jingheting, were hardly 
recovered from the ruin of war. This observation amends some scholars' opinion that 
after the establishment of province, land reclamation in North Xinjiang was in a 
slower pace than that in South Xinjiang.57 As we know from Map 2.1, population 
density of North Xinjiang was still generally lower than South Xinjiang by the later 
years of the reign of Guangxu. Therefore, the high records of cultivated land per 
capita in more than half of the places reflect a considerable momentum of land 
development and cultivation during the same period. 
56 The figure of land area per person in Tacheng is higher than the reality, because we didn't count the 
military troops garrisoned there in. 








































































































































































































































































































In the northern part of Xinjiang, it seems that the arable land had been fully 
reclaimed when we compare Map 2.2 and Map 2.3，especially in Hetianzhou, Shache 
fu，Yingjishaerting, and Shule fu, for the cultivated land there was relatively high but 
per capita land was very limited. Since the Tungan Rebellion and invasion of Russia 
did not affect South Xinjiang as destructively as the northern part, refugees resulted 
from wars soon returned and population increased sharply there after 1884，probably 
as a result of a temporary measure to reduce the land tax.^^ Also, these conditions 
explained why the government adopted the suggestion59 of relocating native South 
Xinjiang Uyghurs to the North Xinjiang and the lower reaches ofTarim River, such 
as Ruoqiangxian and Xinpingxian. These two counties were not established until 
1899 and 1903 when the immigrant communities grew large enough to warrant such 
administrative establishment. 
2.1.3 Ratio of urban dwellers to rural dwp.Upr^ 
Tuzhi offers us a complete set of data on urban and rural dwellers. The former 
was documented as "within walled city" {chengxiang\ "within market town" 
{shizheng), and “within commercial port" (shangbu, opened in Ningyuanxian and 
T a c h e n g t i n g 60 )• Our figures are the summation of the three. The latter was 
documented only as rural (xiangcun) dwellers. Map 2.4 indicates the ratio of urban 
dweller to rural dweller by region. 
In Map 2.4，the ratio of urban dwellers to rural dwellers shows a decreasing 
pattern from north to south. As the legends show, the deepest colored polygons 
58 Li Lei 李嘉 and Tian Hua 田華’ "Qingdai Xinjiang jiansheng hou de tianfu zhidu"淸代新疆建省 
後的田賦制度,Xinjiang daxue xuebao, no. 12, 2000. 
5 9Tao Mo 陶模’ Taoqinsugong 陶勤肅公奏議(Taibei: Wenhai chubanshe，1969), volume 2: 
9a-11a. 
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represented the areas where urban population were almost equal to or bigger than 
rural population. Putting aside the factor of oasis landform, such a distribution 
pattern reminds us the relationship between urbanization of North Xinjiang and the 
state-sponsored migration at that time. 
Since the eighteenth century, North Xinjiang experienced two devastating 
periods. One came when Qing troops were driving the Zunghar Mongols out of West 
Regions around 1750. The other was caused by the sanguinary war of Tungan 
Rebellion, the Kokandi, and Russian occupation. During these two periods, 
commoners who were still alive suffered a great deal and most left their hometown 
and became refugees. Every time when the Qing extended direct rule over this area, 
they filled it with its own citizens, including colonial troops, exiled criminals, Han or 
Tungan civilians, and Muslim settlers from South Xinjiang. Except aboriginal 
Kazakhs and some other nomad people, family history of settlers there can be traced 
back at the most to the middle of the Qing dynasty when Qing troops fighting against 
Zunghar. The only remaining Kong family in Fuyuanxian is illustrating in this 
r e g a r d . In South Xinjiang which was damaged heavily by wars, the structure of the 
society remained largely unchanged. Uyghurs had been living there generation after 
generation. Thus the cities of South Xinjiang were formed gradually in a natural path, 
with economic communication as their main functions. However, a large number of 
cities in North Xinjiang were built intentionally to accommodate the new immigrants. 







































































































Not only migration but also the relocation of immigrants reflected national 
policies of the Qing government. Historians in the twentieth century have made 
much of the Qing's policy of segregation in Xinjiang, which has even been credited 
with assuring the peace for the six decades between the Ush uprising and the Jihangir 
war.62 Although historians have different opinions on whether the segregation order 
was rigidly enforced63, and whether such a policy did make the urban area of North 
Xinjiang more than it would have naturally developed otherwise. Leaving alone the 
old "Muslim cities”(huicheng)’ the Qing authorities built "Nan cities'Xhancheng) or 
“Manchu cities，’(ma«c/ze«幻 in the whole Xinjiang area after the 1759 annexation 
and relocated civilian population there. For instance, in Yili which was the political 
and military center of Xinjiang before the troubles of 1826，they built 8 small cities 
encompassing the main city of Huiyuan. Together they were called "Nine cities of 
Yili" iyili jiucheng). In some cities, such as Hami, the Qing officials built 
cantonments adjacent to the main city as well. There were commercial avenues 
where soldiers and people (min) lived together around the cantonments. Shops and 
civilian residences were concentrated here. In addition, the centers of concentrated 
military farms, such as Tacheng, Kuerkalawusu, and Suilai, were transformed into 
cities g r a d u a l l y . 64 To sum up, certain cities were built to meet the needs of 
62 Lin Enxian 林恩顯，Qingchao zai Xinjiang de Han Hui geli zhengce 淸朝在新疆的漢回隔離政策 
(Taibei: Taiwan shangwu yinshuguan, 1981); Luo Yunzhi 羅運治，"Qing Gaozong tongzhi Xinjiang 
Zhengce de tantao"淸高宗統治新疆政策的探討，Paper presented at the Fourth National Conference 
on Qing Regional Socio-economicHistory and Fourth National Conference on Qing History, Nanjing, 
November, 1987. 
63 See Lin Enxian, Qingchao zai Xinjiang de Han Hui geli zhengce and Millward, Beyond the Pass. 
Millward doesn't regard the segregation policies before and after Ush Uprising as the same one. Even 
"the special conditions in Altishahr often led to Green Standard troops and Manchu and Mongol 
bannermen sharing a walled citadel, with only East Turkestanis exclueded; groups segregated in China 
proper could thus be integrated in Altishahr." p. 132. 
^ See Kan Yaopin 闞耀平，"Lishi shiqi Xinjiang beibu chengshi de xingcheng yu fazhan"歷史時期 
新骚北部城市的形成輿發展，Ren^ven dili, 2000，no. 8. 
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immigration. In addition, the segregation policy of the central government even 
increased the number of cities.^^ 
Every city has its function and comes into being mainly for one or more 
reasons. For the Xinjiang case under Qing rule, cities were established mainly for 
political or military reasons at the very beginning.^^ Traditionally, North Xinjiang 
played a more strategic role in defense than South Xinjiang, especially before the 
1862 troubles. As a result, northern cities outnumbered southern ones. On the other 
hand, main cities of South Xinjiang, such as nanbacheng, took shape much earlier 
because of their economic functions. 
2.1.4 Ratio of commercial (industry, agricultural) population 
As we have mentioned, the volume of “minzheng” in Tuzhi documented the 
population by four categories: scholars {shi), farmers (nong), industrial workers 
(gong), and merchants (shang). Technically, the sum of these four categories should 
equal to the total population appeared in the same gazetteer. However, for a number 
of counties, things are not so ideal. When calculating these "professionals", 
compilers sometimes probably only counted ding in, but not all kou 's. Since the ways 
of counting were not uniform, we chose to use the ratio between commercial 
population and agricultural population together with the one between industrial 
population and agricultural population to be indicators of this pattern, but not their 
ratios to total population. By doing so, we reconstructed Map 2.5, Map 2.6 and Map 
2.7. 
65 Lin Enxian, Qingchao zai Xinjiang de han hui geli zhengci, pp.239-279. 
66 Kan Yaoping,關耀平 “Jindai Xinjiang chengzhen xingtai yu buju moshi"近代新疆城鎮形態與佈 



























































































































































































































































































Available materials of Xinjiang offered no interpretation of "Industrial 
Population" {gong). However, we can infer some understanding about their jobs from 
our general knowledge of the Xinjiang industry of the time. To some extent, the New 
Administration (xinzheng) encouraged the development of Xinjiang industry. 
Technological schools (xiyisuo) were opened in Urumqi and Shulefu to teach the 
criminals in Xinjiang to make gold vessels (gongjin), wooden articles (gongmu), 
leather (zhige), cords (zhisheng), carpets (zhantan) and sewing (fengren). Common 
people also were recruited in order to supplement the relative inadequate supply of 
manpower from the criminals. "Even the local ruffians would learn a technique from 
the schools.，，67 Another government policy was to dispatch officials abroad to learn 
the industrial technologies of Russia and Germany and to purchase modem machines 
back. 
However, the level of industrial modernization in Xinjiang was so limited that 
the main industries there by the early century were still dominated by traditional 
handicraft manufactures. Table 2.1 below lists the major industries of that time.^^ 
67 XJTZ, volume 29 shiye, p.l 169 
68 Ibid. 
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Table 2.1 Main industries of Xinjiang in the Late Qing 
Industry Area Target area 
Silk/Cotton Hetianzou, Uyghurs {Chan) More than 1200 
Luopuxian, "machine 
Yutianxian, owners’’(/7/m) in 
Pishanxian these areas 
Felt Hetianzou, Britain (India, ‘ “ 
Luopuxian, Afghanistan), Russia 
Yutianxian, (Andijan) 
Pishanxian 
Cotton cloth South Xinjiang, China proper 
Hetianzhou, Russia (Andijan) 
Luopuxian, 
Yutianxian 
Paper Hetianzhou, Local area 
Dihuaxian, 
Tulufanting 
Foundry and Kuchezhou, 
smelting Baichengxian 
Carved Jade Yutianxian 
Leather Clothes Kazakh Tribes Russian merchants " 
Kuche 
Leather Zhenxiting, “ 
Kuchezhou, 
Dihua 
Candles iyang la) Yanqifu 
Alkali (yangjian) Kuchezhou, China proper ~ 
Baichengxian, 
Shachefu 
As showed by Table 2.1，most industries of Xinjiang concentrated in the 
Southern part, with the exception of certain industries like paper and leather 
productions. Although Map 2.6 shows a high ratio of industry population in South 
Xinjiang in general, we should think of the big denominator of total population and 
total agricultural population there. Thus, at least in the early twentieth century, South 
Xinjiang had a more developed manufacturing sector than the North. 
The compilers of Tuzhi reiterated that after 1884 the commercial 
communication with the China Proper enabled abundant flow of goods for Xinjiang. 
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Meanwhile whatever newly emerged as a manufacturing sector of Xinjiang at that 
time，it was just no more than an imitation of the modem industry/^ As for a 
question whether the industry of Xinjiang was nothing but a supplement to 
commerce, I will return it in Part 2. 
The high density of commercial and industrial population in Hami can be 
explained mainly by two reasons. First, the harsh arid climate and mountain 
landscape in the territory of Hami make the level and scale of agriculture extremely 
limited. Only snowmelt can be used to irritate around Hami cities (Uyghur and Han 
city). There was a small community of the native Uyghurs pasturing on the meadow 
in mountainside during hot seasons. 70 Secondly, during the suppression of the 
Tungan Rebellion, many northern Chinese followed the Qing troops to come to 
Xinjiang to earn a living by doing business, called “sui ying maoyi” or “sui jun 
tnaoyi”. Because Hamixian is located right at the entrance to Xinjiang, many of them 
resided at Hami thereafter. During the early period of the Guangxu reign, such a 
concentration of immigrants reached its climax. As depicted in Hami zhiliting 
Xiantuzhv. "Native Uyghurs knew little about commerce. It was the immigrants from 
within the pass, either from Shaanxi or Gansu, that did business here following the 
troops. Goods were abundant and commerce was prosperous in the early years of the 
Guangxu reign."^' 
Recently, Chinese scholars studied more on the formation and development of 
Xinjiang cities and towns in the Qing period. One of their opinions is that an urban 
system that shaped current Xinjiang's landscape was accomplished at the late Qing 
^'^XJTZ, volume 29，Shiye, pp.1166-1170. 
XJXTZG. Hami zhiliting xiangtuzhi: volume of shanmai, p.264. 
71 XJXTZG. Hami zhiliting xiangtuzhi: volume of shangwu, p.271. 
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Dynasty. ^^  But the result from our GIS analysis almost indicates an opposite 
conclusion. By compared the urban system in that time with today's urban system, 
one can find that two system are quite different, indicating a continuing process of 
the urban system development. 
Nowadays North Xinjiang, with over 50% of Han population, is more advanced 
than South Xinjiang in terms of economic development. Also, the Economic Zone on 
the North Slope of Tianshan Mountain {Tianshan beipo jingjidai) is fully developed 
and provided a solid administrative foundation of the development of a modem 
economy in Xinjiang. 
However, the patterns presented in Map 2.4，Map 2.5, and Map 2.6 infer that 
towards the end of the Qing dynasty military defense and civil administration were 
still the main functions of cities in North Xinjiang. Only in the areas around Urumqi, 
the provincial capital, and Yilifu and Jingheting, the Sino-Russian trade center, do 
the levels of urbanization and commercialization appear to be relatively higher. The 
rest of the Northern cities were far from being functional in economic sense by the 
end of Qing Dynasty. 
Therefore, it might be misleading to assert that the embryo of the modem urban 
system of Xinjiang had already taken shape by the end of Qing Dynasty. It may in 
fact be an effect of the more crucial measure to establish in Xinjiang a Xinjiang 
Production and Construction Corps under the People's Liberation Army {Xinjiang 
shengchan jianshe bingtuan) after 1949. 
72 See Kan Yaopin, "Lishi shiqi Xinjiang beibu chengshi de xingcheng yu fazhan"; and Zhang Xiaolei 
張小雷，"Talimu pendi chengzhen leixing ji fazhan m o s h i "塔里木盆地城鎮類型與發展模式’ 
Ganhanqu dilixue jikan(4) (Beijing: Kexuejishu chubanshe, 1995)，pp. 104-111. 
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2,2 Ethnic Patterns 
Ratios of three primary ethnicities, i.e., Han, Uyghur (chart), ans Tungan 
(hui), to the total population, respectively, are the indictors of thematic Map 2.8，Map 
2.9，and Map 2.10 in this section. In addition, density of foreigners will be indicated 
in Map 2.11. Since the data of foreigners are not in the same pattern with other 
ethnic data in Tuzhi, ratio to total population will not be a useful indicator here. 
Instead, I used the density of foreigners (number of foreigners / total area) as an 
index for analysis. 
More than twenty-five percent of registered people of the regions of Xinjiang, all 
located to the north of Tianshan Mountain, were Uyghurs. Actually, Uyghurs 
occupied more than eighty percent of all the administrate regions of South Xinjiang, 
except Puliting which was established in GX29 (1903)，where Tajik and Bu-lu-te 
Mongols made up the majority of its population. In terms of population distribution, 
Tianshan Mountain is a dividing line for North Xinjiang and South Xinjiang. Such a 
situation even exists to today. Also, it can be seen in some parts of the northern area 
that the rates of Uyghur population are pretty high. It may be accounted for by the 
agricultural migration after the mid Qianlong reign. For instance, during the period 
of Qinglong 25 (hereafter QL25) (1760) to QL33 (1768) alone, 6,383 Uyghur 
households were relocated to the Yili area7^ In that period, Uyghur population in 
North Xinjiang were about 32, 000. Over 50% of them (16,500) were settled in the 
Yili area. 
73 Yang Yan 楊谈，"Qingji Xinjiang tuntian dui dangdi shaoshu minzu renkou de yingxiang"淸季新 









































































































































































































































































































































































































The distributions of the Han and Tungan people are almost the same. Before 
Tungan uprising at the Tongzhi Reign, most Tungan people lived in Gansu, Qinhai, 
Shaanxi and Yunnan provinces, while majority of immigrants in Xinjiang came from 
such provinces inhapited by both Han and Tungan people.^ "^ After the defeat of the 
1864 Rebellion, large numbers of homeless Tungans migrated into Xinjiang: in 
GX21 (1895) and GX22 (1896)，two groups of Tungan people migrated from Xining 
to Xinjiang respectively. In GX26 (1900), there were two or three hundred Tungans 
migrating to Xinjiang from Gansu province every month." 
We can find even at the first sight that foreigners concentrated along the 
northwest frontiers of Xinjiang. As a general pattern, higher foreigner density 
usually points to regions that were economically more prosperous, for instances, 
Dihuafu, Qitaixian, Kuchezhou, Shulefu, Yingjishaerting, and Hetianzhou. In 
frontier areas such as Tacheng and Yili，a large number of Russians migrated there to 
make a living. It is vividly described in a source: "Nowadays, Russians entering for 
farming or grazing are no less than fifty to sixty thousand. All of them are governed 
by the Consulate of Russia. There are also lower officials like magistrates 
(xiafizhang) and secretaries {zuzhang) handling their affairs, just like in their own 
country. They build houses and factories. Everything is done with a long-term 
• • ” 76 
vision. 
Yang Yan 楊谈’ "Qingdai Xinjiang diqu shaoshu minzu renkou fazhan de jingji huanjing"淸代新 
腿 地 區 少 數 民 族 人 口 發 展 的 經 濟 環 境 , 2 0 0 1 , no. 1. 
“XJTZ, volume 104. Zouyi. p. 3901 
^^ Dongfang zazhi 東方雜誌 ed.. "Zhongguo diaochalu"巾國調杳錄 ’ Doiigfafig zazhi, 1910，no. 3， 
pp.21-22. 
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2.3 Distribution pattern of schools 
As one of the basic policies of the New Administration {xinzheng), schools of 
modem style (xinshi xuetang) were built in Xinjiang province to provide modem 
education.77 As the chief promoters of Xinjiang's xinzheng, Zuo Zongtang and Liu 
Jintang had been active in building public elementary schools {Chudeng xuetang) 
during their terms of office. 
At the very beginning, it was difficult to promote school education in South 
Xinjiang. As devout followers of Islam, Uyghur Muslims only proffer their faith to 
Allah and venerating "Kongzi" was regarded as disgraceful/^ Although they were 
aware of the news that the government was seeking for students, Uyghurs were 
unwilling to response to the order. Instead, the riches send their servants to schools 
as the representatives of their junior masters. 
The government carried out a series of measures in response to the issues 
described above. The measures included appointing Uyghurs as the lecturers, 
granting them permission to run "Uyghur Language" class, and promulgating 
regulations against discrimination of Uyghurs. These measures turned out to be 
effective. At the end of Qing period, nearly four hundred schools {xuetang) were 
established in Xinjiang area. 
In South Xinjiang, in spite of the relatively adequate financial resources for the 
promotion of school education, students were still difficult to recruit. On the contrary, 
it is relatively easy to recruit students in North Xinjiang, but local governments were 
77 See Qi Qingshun 齊淸順，“Lun Qingmo Xinjiang xinzheng” 論清末新疆建将，Xiyu yanjiu, 2000， 
no. 3. 
78 XJTZ, volume 38，Xuexiao, p. 1386. 
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in short of funding to run enough schools to meet the rising demand^^ Map 2.12 and 
Map 2.13 explicitly reflect this contradictory phenomenon. 
2.4 Distribution of political elite (guan and shi) 
We have only one type of demographic data dealing with the political dimension 
in Xinjiang, that is, the number of official (guan) for each basic administrative 
region. Since most of the figures are small, we use dot-density-style map to indicate 
this set of data (Map 2.14). This map can be combined with another ranges-style map 
to offer more information; in this case, the map on distribution of shi (scholars). 
Students of Chinese history are aware of the fact that shi always means a mixed 
connotation of scholar and official. However, it only means "scholar" in Tuzhi, since 
the author of this gazetteer listed the numbers of guan (officials) as a separate 
category from that of shi. In terms of political elite, scholar-official is a general 
category of analysis in the study of local society and politics in traditional China. In 
the case of Xinjiang, it is apparent that the term "officials" implies political elite. 
Even the status of "scholars" would indicate considerable level of political influence 
in such an area of lower literacy and education standards. It therefore makes a useful 
comparison when the two sets of data are jointly presented on a single map. From 
Map 2.14, it can be observed that the degree of correlation between the distributions 
of the two categories of elite was in fact rather insignificant. 















































































































































































More specifically about the distribution of the scholars on Map 2.14，there were 
not many of them to be found along the western border area where the economy was 
comparably undeveloped, expect Suilaixian. Also, almost every regional political 
center had a relatively large concentration of scholar population. Therefore, we 
should say that the distribution of scholars in Xinjiang was basically consistent with 
its regional economic patterns. On the contrary, the distribution pattern of the 
officials is more disperse and does not follow the economic patterns closely. It 





























































































































More specifically about the distribution of the scholars on Map 2.14, there were 
not many of them to be found along the western border area where the economy was 
comparably undeveloped, expect Suilaixian. Also, almost every regional political 
center had a relatively large concentration of scholar population. Therefore, we 
should say that the distribution of scholars in Xinjiang was basically consistent with 
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Part II: Markets in Space 
Chapter Three: Trade Patterns in Geographic Context 
This Chapter will document the trade patterns of selected commodities on 
Xinjiang maps. These commodities include foodstuff, fur and livestock, cotton and 
cotton cloth, herbal medicines, wine and edible oil. They are the important products 
of Xinjiang and represent the most eminent items of goods in the historical records 
this study surveyed. The marketing patterns of these commodities, therefore, show an 
important facet of the trade and market in Xinjiang during the period under 
investigation. 
3.1 Trade of Grains 
Scholars have long noted the considerable spread of market exchange of basic 
commodities in China by the eighteenth century, especially in the areas of the Lower, 
Middle and Upper Yangzi, the Pearl River Basin in South China, and around the 
imperial capital of Beijing.^® These were all key economic or political cores of the 
late imperial China and their significance warrants the intensive outputs of research 
on them in the scholarship. Compared to such places, the northwest regions, 
See Chuan Han-sheng and Richard A. Kraus, Mid-Ch 'ing Rice Market and Trade: An Essay in 
Price History (Cambridge, Mass.: East Asian Research Center, Harvard University Press, 1975); 
Wang Yeh-chien, "Secular trends of rice prices in the Yangzi Delta, 1638-1935", in Thomas G. 
Rawski and Lillian M. Li ed.，Chinese History in Economic Perspective, (Berkeley, Los Angeles and 
Oxford: University of California Press, 1992); Wong R. Bin and Peter C. Perdue: "Grain market and 
food supplies in eighteenth-century Hunan", in Thomas G. Rawski and Lillian M. Li ed., Ibid; Lillian 
L. Li: "Grain prices in Zhili province, 1736-1911", in Thomas G. Rawski and Lillian M. Li ed., Ibid; 
Ma Libo 馬立傅(Robert Marks): "Qingdai qianqi liangguang de shichang zhenghe"清代前期兩廣的 
市場粮合，in Ye Xian'en葉顯恩ed.，Qingdai quyu shehui jingji yanjiu消代區域社會經濟研究， 
(Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1992); Chen Chunsheng 陳春聲：Shichang jizhi yu shehui bianqian—18 
shiji guangdong mijia fenxi市場機制與社會變遷——18 1U:紀廣東米價分析，（Guangzhou: 
Zhongshan daxue chubanshe, 1992). "Qingdai qianqi liangguang shichang zhenghe"清代前期兩廣市 
合’ in Zhongguo jingjishiyanjiu, 1993, no.2. 
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especially the far periphery of Xinjiang, have so far received far less attention. Our 
understanding of the grain market integration in this area is therefore far from 
adequate. Against this background, the two pioneering case studies of Shaanxi and 
Gansu done by Endymion P. Wilkinson^' and Peter Perdue^^ respectively enrich our 
understanding of the market conditions in the northwest. 
However, even though they were both making extensive use of the price data, 
their conclusions are by no means agreeable with one another. Recently, it has 
become increasingly possible to get access to the data on grain price^^ in the Chinese 
imperial archives. It enables historians to gain insight into the extent of market 
integration and development. A commonly used methodology is to analyze the 
degree of regional market integration by computing bivariate coefficients between 
price series of different regions. Nevertheless, using the reports of grain price in the 
first decade of the twentieth century, Wilkinson drew the conclusion that the grain 
markets of Shaanxi were hardly interconnected expect for the area around Xi'an after 
studying the price alteration of rice, wheat, millet, and beans. While Perdue argues 
that Gansu had achieved a considerable degree of integration of its grain markets by 
the eighteenth century based on his data analysis. Until now such a contradiction still 
remains unaccounted for because the economic level of Gansu was commonly 
81 Wilkinson, Endymion Porter: Studies in Chinese Price History, (New York: Garland Publish, 
1 9 8 0 ) . 
82 Peter C. Perdue, “The Qing state and the Gansu grain market: 1739-1864", in Thomas G. Rawski 
and Lillian M. Li ed., Chinese History in Economic Perspective. 
83 During the Qing dynasty each provincial governor was required to submit to the throne a monthly 
report of grain prices in his province. This became a regular bureaucratic practice by the beginning of 
the Qinglong period in 1736. 
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understood as lower than S h a a n x i . 84 Such problems even compelled scholars to 
question the effectiveness of these quantitative methods while dealing with price data. 
Located in the most northwestern periphery of China, Xinjiang's grain markets in 
the early twentieth-century is instrumental for us to understand the agricultural 
production and regional economy of the northwestern China. Researches of Xinjiang, 
Gansu and Shaanxi can be compared with each other to reveal the structure of their 
grain markets since they once shared similar administrative policies implemented by 
the central government as well as strategic positions in the national border of China. 
Divergent from the price studies, the methodology that I employed to study 
Xinjiang markets of main commodities in this thesis is a more direct and qualitative 
way. It uses the GIS system to build the circulations of selected goods (and try to 
indicate their trade volumes as well if possible at all) that documented in gazetteers. 
As we have mentioned above, in the volume of ''CommercQ'\shangwu) or 
"Industry"(5/z/ye) of all the gazetteers in Xiangtuzhigao, the editors documented the 
substantial export and import of every cowniyI fu! ting. These records provide the 
basic data for us to conduct the research. 
As the records of grain market are not in a large number, I list all the records 
appeared in Xiangtuzhigao. 
Some scholars raise their doubts on the contradiction. See Wu Chengming 吳承明："Liyong liangjia 
biandong yanjiu qingdai de shichang zhenghe"利用糧價變動研究淸代的市場整合，in Zhongguo de 
xiandaihua: Shichangyu shehui 中國的現代化：市場與社會,Beijing: Sanlian shudian, 2001. 
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Table 3.1 Records of Grain Trade in Xiangtuzhigao 
Amount 
Export Region Target Region Goods Amount U n i f (shi) 
Yechengxian Wensufu Grain 50,000 Cheng 6,708 
Yechengxian Shulefu Grain 50,000 Cheng 6,708 
Yechengxian Dihuaxian pra in — 50,000 Cheng 6,708 
Yechengxian Suidingxjan , G r a m _ _ _ 一 50,000 Cheng — 6,708 
Pishanxian Luopuxian — Grain 
Yutianxian Hetianzhou Com 10,000 Shi 10,000 
� — .一 ‘ — -J ' 
Yutianxian Ruoqiangxian Wheat 7,500 Shi 7,500 
Yutianxian Luopuxian Grain 
Yutianxian Ruoqiangxian Com — 10,000 Shi 10,000 
Yutianxian Hetianzhou ^ e a t 7,500—一Shi 7,500 
Dihuaxian Shanshanxian Rice 100 Shi 100 
「 一―•_ j 
Jingheting iTachengting Rice 80 Shi — 80 
Qitaixian jUliassutai Gray Flour 250,000 _ Jin — 2,083 
Qitaixian Kobdo Gray Flour 250,000 Jin 2,083 
Changjixian Shanxi Sorghum 1,900 Shi 1,900 
Chang) ixian Shanxi Beans — 300 Shi 300 
Changjixian Shanxi — 一 Beans — 一 — S h i _ _ 150 
Changjixian Shanxi Beai^ 1,550 Shi 1,550 
Changjixian Shanxi i Wheat 一 2 , 7 5 0一 S h i 2,750 
Changjixian Shanxi iGlminous _ 一 40 _ Shi — 40 
Changjixian Dihuaxian IBeans 1,450 Sfu 1,450 
Changjixian Shanxi ；Beans — 70 Shi_ 70 
Changjixian Shanxi Glutinous — 400 — Shi — — 400 
Changjixian — Dihuaxian Beans — 5 , ^ 0 Shi — 5,000 
Changjixian Dihuaxian — Wheat 5,000 Shi — 5,000 
Changjixian Dihi^xian Rice — 5,000 Shi 5,000 
Changjixian Shanxi Beans 50 Shi 50 
U — -J — 
Suilaixian Dihuaxian Rice 5,000 Jin 42 
Suilaixian Dihuaxian Wheat 5,000 Jin 42 
-..... - [ —，j. —-i-•…-—-._•_- -i 
Suilaixian Tachengting Wheat ； 5,000 Jin 42 
Suilaixian Qitaixian Wheat 5,000 Jin — 42 
Suilaixian Qitaixian Rice 5,000 Jin 丨 42 
Suilaixian Dihuaxian Sorghum 350 Shi ！ 350： 
Suilaixian iDihuaxian t o a r s e cereals 350 Shi 350 
Suilaixian Tachengting Rice 100 Shi 100 
Suilaixian Dihuaxian Beans 350 Shi 350 
cheng=\6.\ jin; shi=\20}in 
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Amount 
Export Region Target Region Goods Amount Unit^^ (shi) 
Kuerkalawusuting Tachengting Rice 200 Shi 200; 
Yanqifu ；Luntaixian Coarse cereals 3,000 Jin 25 
丽丨 • •• - - • —— - • . - -
Kuchezhou Luntaixian Coarse cereals 3,000 Jin 25 
Kuchezhou Luntaixian Rice , 1,000 Shi 1,000 
Wensufu Luntaixian Rice 一 1,000 Shi 1,000 
Wensufu Gashixian Rice 16,000 Jin 133 
一！ 一 \ 
Shachefu Shulefu Com 2,5^0 Shi 2,500 
Shachefu jshulefu Wheat 2 , ^ 0 Shi ‘ 2,500 
Shachefu 丨 Gashixian Grain � 25,000； 25,000丨 
Hetianzhou Yutianxian Rice 1,000丨 Shi ： 1,000: 
The above flows of grain are indicated on Map 3.1.1 used the sum of volumes of 
trades between the certain two regions, in spite of their different grain types. The size 
of arrow is roughly consistent with the trade volume. 
For convenience, a thematic map was also prepared to facilitate data analysis 
(Map 3.2). I marked four kinds of colored polygons to indicate their difference: A is 
those regions both exporting and importing grain; B is the regions only exporting 
grain; C is self-sufficient regions without exporting or importing grain; and D is 






































































































































































From these limited data, preliminary analyses are made as below. 
1.) No supply of grain was shipped to Xinjiang from outer places, either from 
China proper or foreign countries. It seems the Xinjiang province, by that time, had 
already realized Zuo Zongtang's pledge to the Qing court before the establishment of 
province that the grain production of Xinjiang would soon be more than enough 
{shangke youyu)}^ Almost 80% administrate regions did not request grain supply 
from outside, supplement to the remaining eight regions came largely from within 
Xinjiang. It is highly likely that the connection between Xinjiang and Gansu corridor 
in terms of grain flow continued to be insignificant during the period under 
investigation. 
2.) Land shortage, labor shortage, or less developed agricultural technique are 
noticeable among the eight regions that required import of food. Severe limit in 
usable land in addition to prohibiting topography and climate led to serious shortage 
of agricultural land in Shulefu, Gashixian, Luopuxian, Luntaixian and Shanshanxian. 
Although there was notable development in agriculture in this period, agricultural 
techniques remained backward in some regions，especially in the regions where 
Uyghurs lived in great numbers. In Luntaixian, "more than 90% people are Uyghur 
farmers，but they do not have the knowledge of irrigation works, fertilizer or other 
advanced techniques at all. They reply on nothing but the Nature."^^ 
Local governments introduced many measures to help North Xinjiang to recover 
from the war. However, Yili fu and Tachengting were under the control of Russia 
86 Zuo Zongtang. Zuo Zongtang quanji, Changsha: Yuelu Shushe, 1986-1996. volume 7，Zougao. 
"Fuchen Xinjiang qingkuang zhe", pp. 190-198. 
87 See Peter C. Perdue: "The Qing State and the Gansu Grain Market: 1739-1864”，pp. 123: "Hami, 
in Xinjiang, was only weakly linked, if at all, to the Gansu markets. Much of the grain supply for the 
Hami garrison came from tuntian lands in Central Asia, but a substantial portion of its supplies came 
through the corridor via Anxi,，， 
88 XJXTZG, Luntaixian xiangtuzhi, Volume of shiye 
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until around 1882. Nearly all commoners had left their hometown for a long while. 
Food production there did not regain the original level until much later. According to 
a Russian scholar, the total amount of seeding in Yili was more than 6,500,000 
kilograms before the Tongzhi reign, 2,130,000 kilograms in 1885，3,060,000 
kilograms in 1888，and finally 6,060,000 kilograms, much closer to the original level, 
by 1900. While in Tachengting, there were even three adjacent regions exporting 
grain here according to Map 3.1. 
3.) Another important phenomenon shown in Map 3.1 is that most supplies of 
grain took place between adjacent regions. Tachengting, Luntaixian, Shulefu, 
Ruoqiangxian and Luopuxian were all typical cases in this regard. Long distance 
(across the North-South Xinjiang line) grain trade only came from Yechengxian to 
Suidingxian and Dihuaxian. In addition, among the three cases of grain exports 
outside Xinjiang, the one from Changjixian to Shanxi province was the only case of a 
cross-region shipment. 
4.) Apart from Yutianxian whose area was so large that the grain production can 
be in a large scale, the other four regions that had a two-way grain flow all possessed 
an economically or politically important position. As shown in Map 2.11 in Chapter 
2，there were many foreign merchants living in Qitaixian. It is possible that among 
them some Mongolian merchants shipped grain to Kobdo and Uliassutai. 
5.) Due to the difficulties in transportation, it is hard to ship grain to the interior. 
Based on our limited data, one can observe some grain trades from Changjixian to 
89 Balanuowa 巴拉諾娃：Lun 1881-1883 musilin jmnin congyili qianyi xiemilieqi wenti 論 1881-1883 
穆斯林居民從伊犁遷移謝米列契問题.C i t e d in Xmjiang jianshi新疆简史，Urumchi: Xinjiang 
Renmin chubanshe, 1980. Volume 2’ p.254. 
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Shanxi province as mentioned above. Such phenomenon appeared to have changed 
little from the earlier days of Xinjiang's incorporation into the Qing Empire.^® 
3,2 Cotton and cotton cloth 
The cotton production was an important sector of the Xinjiang economy. Even 
nowadays it continues to rank first in China in terms of per capita yield, output, rank 
and volume of domestic transfer. Xinjiang has a long history of cotton plantation that 
lasted over 2,000 years. It is because all the necessary conditions for the growing of 
cotton, such as sufficient and prolonged sunlight and a dry and hot climate, are well 
available in this part of Asia. The cotton grown there is glossy and white, with strong 
elasticity, long fibers, and of high quality. 
Tulufan with high concentration of Han immigrants (especially those from 
Huibei9i) was the prime center of production of cotton in the entire Xinjiang, but in 
particular its northern part. They had more advanced technology in cotton plantation 
than the Uigurs. As a result, the total annual output of Tulufanting was documented 
as 3,000,000ym in the early twentieth century.^^ While in South Xinjiang, although 
cotton was planted much more widely than in the North, Uyghur farmers in 
Hetianzhou, Shachefu, Shulefu, and Wensufu could only produce an annual output 
about 10-30 percent of that in Tulufan. The cotton trade of Xinjiang is illustrated in 
Map 3.3. 
90 Early in the Qianlong period, the grain price of Urumqi was the lowest among all county, since the 
grain output of colonial fields were pretty high but it's hard to be transported outside. See Ji Yun 紀 
I向：Wuhimuqi Zaji 烏曾木齊雜記，In Wang Xiqi 王錫視 collected. Xiaofanghu yudi congchao 小方 
壺齋輿地叢鈔，(Lanzhou: Lanzhou guji shudian, 1990)，Volume 1’ 122a. p. 375. 






























































































































































We have more than ten records of cotton trade between Tulufan ting and other 
regions, including one internal allocation from Shanshanxian to Tulufanting. Cotton 
was shipped from the latter to Russia and China proper, apart from other regions in 
North Xinjiang. The commercial rate was probably more than 90%.^^ 
Previously scholars paid much attention to those main cotton bases of North 
China in the Qing and Republican periods, including Zhili, Shandong, Shanxi, Henan, 
and Shaanxi. To some extent Xinjiang's cotton planting and circulation was ignored. 
From Map 3.3，we are informed that cotton was frequently transported from East 
Xinjiang to the hinterland of North China. So far we know the farthest destination is 
Xi'an, while actually Shaanxi was also one of the main producing areas of cotton. As 
for Gansu province, it was previously known that its cotton import was primary from 
Shaanxi and Henan. Also a large quantity of it was from Hebei and Hubei.94 
However, as indicated in Map 3.3，Tulufan appears to have become a supply source 
of cotton to Gansu province during this period. 
The relatively rich and precise data make it possible to do a limited quantitative 
analysis here. As mentioned above, two resources documented the annual output of 
cotton in Tulufanting as 3,000,000jin. According to the distribution of cotton written 
in Tulufanting xiangtuzhi, 60 percent were sold to Russia. ^^  So the cotton sold to 
Russia was about 19,780 shi•他 On the other hand, it was also recorded that cotton 
shipped from Tulufanting to Russia valued 500,000-600,000 teals of silver after 1903 
93 XJXTZG. Tulufanting xiangtuzhi, “ They yield more than 3,000,000 (300 in the original version, it's 
most likely that the word of wan was lost) jin of cotton every year, 60 percent were transported to 
Russia by land, 30 percent were to China proper passing Guihuacheng, 10 percent were sold within 
this area or in around Dihua city, p. 242. 
94 Fang Xing 方行’ Jing Junjian 經君健 and Wei Jinyu 魏金玉：Zhongguo jingji tongshi Qingdai 
jmgjijuan(2)中國經濟通史（淸代經濟卷），（Beijing: Jingji Ribao Chubanshe, 2000), p. 1003. 
95 Ibid. 
96 jingshi= 0.7 cangshi, cangshi=84.1 kilograms, so, jingshi= 118g, 
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(GX29).97 Using the average of 550,000, we can calculate the price of cotton in 
these trades, that is, about 27.8 tealsIshi or a little bit bigger because we use a smaller 
shi/jin ratio. 
Table 3.2 Cotton Circulation of Five Main Commercial Ports98 
Ten-year average, unit: shi 
Period Shanghai T ianj inHankou Guangzhou Dalian 
1901-1910 1,198,434 19,877 1 8 9 ^ 16；^ 4；346 
The figures of Table 3.2 came from the customs statistics, though it should be 
noted that Chinese customs didn't manage trades between Xinjiang and Russia over 
the land route. Compared with the five commercial ports listed in the Table, the 
cotton export of Tulufanting, just a single region of Xinjiang, outnumbered two of 
them. Except for the considerable quantity of cotton in circulation, the quality of 
Xinjiang cotton was also highly impressive. There were two breeds of cotton planted 
in Xinjiang then: one was indigenous breed and the other American breed of higher 
quality. As early as in 1892 Chinese government began to distribute American 
cottonseeds in China to improve the quality of cotton production.^^ But there is no 
record on the exact time when American breeds were introduced to Xinjiang. 
Given these circumstances, why would the cotton plantation of Xinjiang be 
ignored for such a long time in the scholarship on the domestic cotton industry in the 
97XJTZ, Volume 28，shiye, p . l l 15. 
98 Zhang Youyi 章有義：Zhongguo jindai nongyeshi ziliao (1912-1927)中國近代農業史資料(1912-
1927), (Beijing: Sanlian shudian, 1957) , p. 239. 
99 This policy was sponsored by Zhang Zhidong in 1892, see Yan Zhongping 嚴中平：Zhongguo 
mianfangzhi shigao: 卯中國棉妨織史稿： 1 2 8 9 - 1 9 3 7 . (Beijing: Kexue chubanshe, 1963)，pp. 
310-316. 
'00 XJTZ, volume 28. Shiye. p. 1115. 
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late Qing period? It may at least partly be explained by the fact that Xinjiang's 
cotton market had a closer tie with the foreign markets, especially the Russian 
market, than the domestic ones. Cotton was shipped to Russia from Yechengxian, 
Gashixian, Yilufli, Tulufanting, and Shanshanxian. From the available data, Yili 
seems to have been an important transhippment centre for the Sino-Russian cotton 
trade. Cotton was shipped to this border area from not only Shanshanxian and 
Tulufanting, but also Yechengxian of North Xinjiang. As shown in the map, both 
North Xinjiang and South Xinjiang maintained close links with Russia and some 
other foreign tribes in terms of cotton trades. By that time Russians had already 
begun to purchase raw material from Xinjiang and sell their manufactured products 
back to this region. For instance, the raw cotton of Tulufan purchased by Russian 
merchants was weaved into cloths in Russia, and sold back to Xinjiang. ^ ^^  The export 
of cotton substantially increased the income of Xinjiang and drew the concerns of 
local officials. It is evident that even the provincial governor (Xunfu) of Xinjiang had 
communicated with the Russian consulates in Urumchi about cotton exporting 
affairs.103 
The purple arrow from Kokand to Kashigaer should be noticed particularly. 
This record of raw material import (defined as a frequent trade in this study) 
documented by a R u s s i a n ⑴斗 can almost certainly be viewed as a symbol of the 
101 All the cotton transported to China proper was no more than 10000 jin, while only the cotton 
shipped from Gashixian to Russia were 80000 jin. See XJXTZG: Shanshanxian xiangtuzhi and 
Gashixian xiangtuzhi, both in Chapter of Shangwu. 
102 Daqing Lichao Shilu: Daqing dezong (Guangxu) huangdi shilu 大清德宗光緖皇帝寊錄，volume 
568. 12b. 
103 Ni Wei Baogeyafuliansiji (N. B Bogoiavlenskiiz)尼.維.鮑戈亞夫連斯基，Changcheng wai de 
zhonggiio xibu diqu 長城外的中國西部地區，(Beijing: Shangwu yinshuguan, 1980). p. 193. 
104 A. H. Kuluopatejin A. H.庫羅帕特金(Aleksei Nikolaevich Kuropatkin): Kashigaer: ta de li shi, di 
li gai kuang. jun shi li Hang, yiji gong ye he mao yi瞎什鳴爾:它的歷史，地理槪況,軍事力量，以及 
工業和貿易.（Beijing, Shangwu yinshuguan, 1982), p. 65. 
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existence of a developing commodity economy in Kashgaer. Earlier, due to the 
increase of land tax during the Kokand occupying period, planting of cotton shrank. 
However, in order to sustain the trade of cotton cloth that was crucial to Kashigaer's 
economy, cotton was bought through a long distance from Akesu, Tulufan, and even 
Kokand. As such, they would also export cotton cloth to Kokand. In other words, the 
production of cotton cloth in Kashigaer was not merely a supplement to the 
agricultural production, but an important arm of the local market economy. When a 
certain kind of industry was sustained in a region even by appealing to foreign trade 
for raw materials, we have reason to conclude that such an industry had occupied a 
crucial position in the regional economy and this industry must have developed to a 
substantial scale. 
As revealed by Map 2.3 of Chapter Two, Shule fu was among the ones of the 
regions where cultivated land per capita was rather low. Meanwhile, Map 3.1 shows 
that both Shulefu and Shufuxian required a lot of grain imports. Therefore it is 
possible that spinning and weaving of cotton had become an indispensable household 
handicraft for the local residents there to make a living. 
However, it remains inconclusive from these observations that Xinjiang had 
already developed a high-level commodity economy of high level by that time. 
Firstly, while cotton imports from other areas to sustain a traditional industry, there 
was no evidence showing that efforts were put in to develop new ways to make 
profits when the economic environment was experiencing changes in this area. It 
demonstrates the limitation of this local economic structure that relied too heavily on 
a single product. 
Secondly, the spinning and weaving technique in Xinjiang was still backward 
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compared to other producing center of cotton cloth within China proper. It reflects an 
intriguing persistence of low level of productivity even though the spinning and 
weaving of cotton was almost the chief handicraft industry in Xinjiang. 
Besides Shule fu，actually such a handicraft was common in almost all regions 
in the South Xinjiang. Huibu (Muslim cotton cloth) was popular among nearly all the 
Inner Asian tribes and countries. Before the uprising of 1862, Huibu was always an 
important supplement to the officially-managed silk trade between Jiangnan area and 
Kazak tribes that began from the mid nineteenth century. Generally these huibu came 
from the tax-in-kind on cloth that the Qing government levied in North Xinjiang.�^ 
A report about Kashigaer presented to Russia government by one of their 
intelligence agents can help us understand the production of cotton cloth in South 
Xinjiang. Following is a sketch account of the weavers' life in Gashixian (the 
"Paizubate county" in the translated version ) that was one of the main cotton 
producing areas near Kashigaer: 
The weavers did not weave cloth throughout the whole year. The production of 
food crops was still conducted in addition to spinning and weaving. There was a 
division of labor for weaving and spinning, being generally divided by sex: female as 
spinner and male as weaver. Women were more ready to be spinners because the 
profits derived therefrom, though limited in value, would be kept by themselves. 
Male weavers had to pruchase yams from these female spinners. 
See Lin Yongkuang 林永匡 and Wang Xi 王裹：Qingdaixibei minzu maoyishi 清代面北民族贸易 
史.（Beijing: Zhongyang minzu xueyuan chubanshe, 1991)，the fifth and sixth chapters; Wang Xi 
王丧 and Lin Yongkuang 林永匿："Qing Qianlong nianjian de huibu maoyi wenti"清乾隆年問的回 
布贸易問题，Xmjiang shehui kexue, 1987 no. 5; Fan Jinmin 范金民 and Jin Wen 金文：Jicmg nan si 
chou shiycm jiu HI南,良糸 史形f'究.(Beijing: Nongye chubanshe, 1993). 
106 A. H. Kuluopatejin Kashigaer, pp. 73-77. 
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These peasant weavers worked five days a week. One person wove four pieces 
of cloth per day on the average. At the daily market, they sold their products to the 
wholesale merchants who came from cities on those market days. These weavers 
were mostly poor. Cotton cloth was dyed on the spot, but not in other towns or cities. 
About one or two looms were put in every cabined workshop. Almost all 
weavers managed their business independently. There were loom owners owning two 
or three looms, however, the number of such owners was very limited. 
To sum up, "the individual master craftsmen and not the 'handicraft workshop' 
was the dominant form of industrial organization.”�o? As particularly discussed above， 
the pattern of division of labor was simpler compared to that in Jiangnan and other 
cotton textile industry centers of China proper, such as Shandong. More important, 
almost no record shows that there were any person or family becoming rich through 
this work. 
107 Albert Feuerwerker: The Chinese Economy, ca. 1870-1911, Michigan Papers in Chinese Studies, 
No.5, 1969，p.20. 
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Table 3.3 Records of Uyghur Cotton Cloth (huibu) Trade in Xiangtuzhigao 
Region Target Region Goods Amount Unit 
Wensuxian Dihuaxian | 5,410 丄iece 
Luntaixian 'Yanqifu xixibu 5,000丨 Piece 
！ ' 
卜Luntaixian Kuchezhou xixibu 丨 5,000 Piece 
Gashixian Russia tubu 120,000 Piece 
- . ‘ ： 
Yechengxian Dihuaxian Cotton cloth 5,000 Piece ’ 
I … - 丨 ； 
Yechengxian iWensufii Cotton cloth _ 5 , 0 ^ Piece i 
Yechengxian phulefu Cotton cloth _ 5,000 Piece 
Yutianxian Dunhuang tubu —— 5,000 Piece 
T 丨 — 
Yutianxian 丨 Dihuaxian tubu 5,000 Piece 
Shulefu Puliting t ^ 1，6巡一Piece 
Shulefli Russia dabu'�9 35,000 Piece 
Shachefu Andijan Cotton cloth 
� 1 1 L ..... 
Shachefu iPuliting tubu 1,600 Piece 
Shachefu Suidingxian Cotton cloth — 
Shachefu ©ihuaxian Cotton cloth 
Shachefu India— Cotton cloth 
Hetianzhou — W e n s u f u Cotton cloth 20,000 _ Piece 
Hetianzhou Changjixian dabu 650 Piece 
Hetianzhou ！Shulefli — _ Cotton cloth _ 20,000 Piece 
I 
Hetianzhou Shachefu Cotton clothj 20,000^ Piece 
Hetianzhou Dihuaxian Cotton cloth 20,000. Piece 
Kuchezhou Luntaixian dalianbu 1,000 Piece 
I 
Yingjishaerting Puliting tubu 1,600 Piece I 
丨Others — Changjixian Cotton cloth, 10,000. money unit 
厂 T 一^― —丁 I 
Qitaixian Suilaixian Cotton cloth 800, Bundle 
r —厂 n r i 
Dihuaxian — Suilaixian — Cotton c l o t h 8 0 0 Bundle _ ! 
A kind of thin cotton cloth. 
109 Same as huibu. 
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Table 3.4 Records of Foreign Textile (yangbu) Trade in Xiangtuzhigao 
Region Targat Region Goods Amount Unit 
Andijan ^Shachefu — Kazak silk — 
i^dijan Shache^ _ Foreign cloth 
I i 
Russia Yechengxian Foreign flannel 100 bundle 
" i “ ‘ - ‘ —— . . - — • • •  r --
Russia Shanshanxian Ya 'erduan 
‘ ： 
— Shanshanxian Foreign woolen cloth 
Russia Shanshanxian . Foreign cloth ‘ 
Russia Shulefti Foreign cloth 25,000] Zhang 
Russia jcashixian Foreign cloth 7,000 Zhang 
Russia 丨 Shanshanxian guipibu 
— — 一 — — . 
Russia ^Yechengxian Foreign cloth 1^000 _ piece 
Russia iYutianxian Foreign woolen fabric and silk ——7,000 taels of silver 
Russia |Yechengxian Ya 'erduan , 1,700一 piece 
Russia 一 j Y echengxian — guipibu — 500 piec^^ 
Russia 丨Suidingxian — — Foreign cloth 
India Shachefu Woolen cloth 
f- ... 
India _^hachefu _ Foreign flannel 
India jShachefu Foreign cloth 
[India jShachefu Golden satin _ _ 
Great Britain |Gashixian Foreign cloth Zhang 
Great Britain ^hulefli Foreign cloth 25,000 Zhang 一 
Great Britain Yechengxian Foreign cloth i 2,100 piece 
~ I I … . … • 一 一 — • — — — j r -
Dihua jHamiting Foreign cloth i 
"T - - -j 
Kuchezhou ILuntaixian Foreign woolen fabric and silk ‘ 500 taels of silver 
Shulefu Kepingfenxian _ Ya 'erduan ., 
Shulefu Kepingfenxian Foreigh print j 
Shulefu I Wensufu Foreigh print , 1,000 piece 
•  • • "•— • - � —-
Shulefu Luntaixian Foreign woolen fabric and silk ‘ 5Q0 taels of sjlver 
Unknown Wensuxian 一 Foreign cloth 
The distribution patterns of cotton cloth are presented in Map 3.4 {huibu) and 























































































































































































































































As revealed by Map 3.4，first of all, the production of cotton cloth still 
concentrated in South Xinjiang at that time. Although Tulufanting was the most 
important planting area of cotton, it seems no cloth for export was produced there. 
Secondly, the political center, Dihuafu, was the largest consumer region of cotton 
cloth. Merchants transported cotton cloth from at least four regions of South Xinjiang 
to Dihuafu through long distances. Dihuaxian and Qitaixian seem to have been the 
distribution center of Dihuafu in terms of cotton trade. Thirdly, as we have 
mentioned, Shulefu and Gashixian were traditionally cloth-exporting areas. Their 
trading partner was mainly Russia. In addition, additional supply of cloth from 
Yechengxian was needed there. It should be used to serve the exporting to Russia. 
Forthly, Shachefu, whose location was near Shulefu, was also a large cotton 
exporting area and seemed to have supplied its cloth mainly to the northern markets. 
Fifthly, huibu appeared to have been unpopular in the interior. From the sources, 
there is evidence that only around 10,000 pieces of cloth were sold to Dunhuang^^^, 
the nearest big city to Xinjiang in Gansu province. Moreover, a new type of cotton 
cloth, twill, which was transported in large quantity from Tianjin, was popular 
among indigenous residents. Therefore, it is almost certain that because of the 
relatively low quality of the huibu, it played little role in the interior market. It was 
consumed largely within Xinjiang. 
However, people living in Xinjiang did not wear nothing but huibu. A variety 
of foreign cloth came to Xinjiang market in the early twentieth century. Map 3.5 
shows trades of not only local cotton cloth, but also all kinds of import textiles, such 
as woolen cloth {yangrong\ gray silk {ya 'er duan), cotton cloth with floral patterns 
(Jmabii), guipibu and so on. 
110 ZJXTZG, Yutianxian xiangtuzhi, volume of Shangwu, p.751. 
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As shown in Map 3.5，foreign cloth had already been sold in nearly all the 
regional commercial centers of Xinjiang, such as Dihuaxian, Hetianzhou, Kuchezhou, 
Shulefu, Yechengxian. In particular, Russian cloth had entered into the heartland of 
both South and North Xinjiang, even the nearest region to China proper: Hamiting. 
Compared to Russia, the circulation of the British cloth was rather limited. It reached 
no further than the southwestern part of Xinjiang, expecially the Kashi area (Shulefu). 
India and Andijan were all under Britain rule by that time. Textiles from these two 
areas and Great Britain itself probably were dominated by the same community of 
British traders. 
Judging from these two maps, the main production areas of cotton cloth, i.e.， 
Shulefu, Gashixian, Shachefu, and Yechengxian, were also the distribution centers of 
foreign cloth. Thus, it is very likely that several fairly matured cloth markets had 
already come into being in these areas. Let's take Shulefu for example. On our 
limited records, in the provincial level market, there were two regions (Yechengxian 
and Hetianzhou) exporting Uyghur cloth to Shulefu, one region (Puliting) importing 
Uyghur cloth {huibu) and three regions (Kepingfenxian, Wensufu, and Luntaixian) 
importing foreign cloth {yangbu) from Shulefu. In the foreign market, there were two 
countries (Russia and the Great Britain) exporting foreign cloth and one country 
importing Uyghur cloth from Shulefu. All in all, both the interregional and 
international cloth trades of this region were prosperous in the early twentieth 
century. 
3.3 Trade of fur and livestock 
In North Xinjiang, although the government kept supporting agriculture there, 
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the indigenous nomads still took pasture as their main economic life. In addition, a 
large number of stationed officials and soldiers grazed there together with their 
families.川 Although South Xinjiang had developed an agricultural industry for a 
long time, in some places even the farmers had to pasture as a supplementary way for 
making a living. For instance, in Shayaxian, it is recorded: "(Agricultural farmers) 
here all have to pasture as well.，’ Not surprisingly, the fur and livestock 
constituted the most traditional export goods of the Xinjiang area, located in the heart 
land of Eurasia. To facilitate analysis, I classified the related products into three 
catalogs: fur trade, trade of livestock (including domestic fowls), and trade of fur 
manufactures. Their trade patterns are indicated in Map 3.6, Map 3.7 and Map 3.8 
respectively. 
As we can see from Map 3.6, Russia and the Great Britain were both the big 
purchasers of Xinjiang's fur products. Russian merchants attended the fur trades of 
both North and South Xinjiang. Moreover in Ningyuanxian, they purchased the 
largest amount of furs up to 1,650,000 jin. Ningyuanxian turned out to be one of the 
high-level fur markets of Xinjiang, because the Mongolian and Kazak tribes around 
Yili fu all transported their furs to Ningyuanxian {huizong fashou) to sell to 
R u s s i a n s . E v e n in Zhenxiting, Russ ian merchants developed a commercial relation 
with pastoral nomads there. Though the British merchants had not entered into the 
market of North Xinjiang, they seemed to have competed hard with the Russians in 
Kuchezhou and Wensuxian. 
Chen Hua 陳樺：Qingdai quyu shehui jingji yanjiu 淸代區域社會經濟硏究.(Beijing: Zhongguo 
renmin daxue chubanshe, 1996). p. 277. 
112 XJXTZG Shayaxian Xiangtuzhi, volume of dili, shanmai, shuiyuan, p. 576. 




















































































































































































































































































































































































































The Shanshaan merchant group was famous for their success in fur trades 
between China proper and Xinjiang. As revealed by Map 3.6，they mainly 
maintained the trades with the northern part of Xinjiang. Also, Changjixian seemed 
to have been an important fur market, since one country and four regions traded with 
it, including Shanxi province. 
The most obvious information provided by Map 3.7 is that a large area including 
Shulefu, Gashixian, Shachefu and Yingjishaerting became the most important 
livestock-importing centre. In Xinjiang, which was basically semi-agricultural and 
semi-nomadic, few regions would require supply of this kind of basic living material 
from outside. It is certain that the level of commercialization of fur and livestock in 
this area was the most concentrated in the entire Xinjiang. The same concentration 
pattern can also be witnessed in Map 3.8. In addition, Map 3.8 draws our attention to 
another field around Changjixian and Dihuaxian. Obviously, the largest distribution 
market of fur manufactures was located in this area. 
Due to the much higher number of interior migration of North Xinjiang than the 
South and its consequence of marginalization of fur production, in the northern part 
the techniques of processing fur fell behind South Xinjiang. Such a fact was also 
indicated in Map 3.8. We can find that Hetianzhou and Kuchezhou were two main 
areas exporting manufactured fur goods to the North. Intriguingly, the two regions 
overlapped with the region ranges in Map 2.6 of Chapter Two (Ratio of industry 
population): with the exception of Yanqifu, they had the highest ratio of industry 
population in South Xinjiang. It accounted for the description of ''gong'' in our 
historical materials that included handicraft as well for certain regions. 
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3.4 Trade of Herbal Medicines 
Another staple export commodity of Xinjiang was the herbal medicines. 
Following are data from related records in Xiangtuzhigao. They are presented in Map 
3.9. 
First of all, China Proper was almost the only destination of herbal medicines 
exported from Xinjiang. Dihua seemed to have been a major centre of distribution. 
Though there is no record indicating the direction of flow for the herbs gathering in 
Dihua, it is presumably for transportation to China Proper. The only two visible 
kinds of inner provincial communication were also running towards the east. 
Secondly, no Russian or British or merchants from other foreign countries appear 
to have had an interest in these Chinese herbs. Given the very different medical 
traditions between China and the West, it is understandable. It is likely that Chinese 
merchants from Sichuan, Shanxi, and Shaanxi monopolized the whole herb market of 
Xinjiang. Besides transporting goods to Shaanxi, Sichuan and even Guihuacheng of 
Inner Mongolia through a long-distance, they were also engaged in the herbs trade 
with Xinjiang province. 
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Table 3.5 Records of Trade of Herbal Medicines in Xiangtuzhigao 
—• • - - r^  r- • _• -~——j 
Managing 
Region Tai^etr^onj Goods Amount Unit merchants 
taels of 
Suilaixian _ _ _ Unknown Herbs 200,000 silver 
Qitaixian China Proper sorfflower Jin 
guest 
Qitaixian Guihuacheng Hairy deerhom ^ Ge merchants 
guest 
Qitaixian China Proper Hairy deerhom 45 Gel merchants 
guest 
Qitaixian Guihuacheng Barbary wolfberry 5,000 Jin merchants 
Corymb 
Qitaixian China Proper coelogyne Jin 
guest 
Qitaixian China Proper Antelope's horn 160 Ge merchants 
Root of Chinese Sichuan 
Chang] ixian Dihuaxian thorowax 300 Jin merchants 
Sichuan 
Changj ixian Dihuaxian Rhubarb 1,500 Jin merchants 
Common perilla Sichuan 
Changj ixian Dihuaxian Stem ^ jin merchants 
Sichuan 
Changj ixian Dihuaxian Wild mint ^ jin merchants 
Rhizome of 
Fragrant Sichuan 
Changj ixian Dihuaxian Solomoseal 550 jin merchants 
Sichuan 
Changj ixian Dihuaxian Liquorice root 1,500 jin merchants 
Rhizome of Sichuan 
Changj ixian Dihuaxian Sichuan lovage 650 jin merchants 
Sichuan 
Changj ixian Dihuaxian Corymb c o e l o g y n e ^ jin merchants 
Incised 
Notopterygium Sichuan 
Changj ixian Dihuaxian Rhizome 250 jin merchants 
Sichuan 
Changj ixian Dihuaxian Tangshen 150 — j i n merchants 
Shanxi and 
Shaanxi 
Changj ixian Dihuaxian Hairy deerhom 25 ge merchants 
Shanxi and 
Shaanxi 
Changjixian Qitaixian Hairy deerhom 25 _ ge merchants 
Sichuan 
Changjixian Dihuaxian Astragalus 500 jin merchants 
- -- -• - .••.-...-...  "J- L 
丨 Sichuan 
Changjixian jpihuaxi^_ ^朔阻 h e n a 工 g o t 300 _ merchants 
Suilaixian Shanxi Hairy deerhiom—� IJ^ g e 
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Managing 
Region Target re^dnj Goods Amount Unit merchants 
I 
Suilaixian Sichuan Hairy deerhom 100 ge 
Suilaixian China Proper Corymb c o e l o g y n e 1,000 Jin__ ^ 
Suilaixmn China Proper Redroot gromwell 1,000 jin 一 — 
China p r o p e r _ Qitaixian herbs 2,500 shi 
China proper |Suilaixian herbs 2,000 shi 
3.5 Trade of Oil and Wine 
Finally I will discuss the trade of two non-staple goods: wine and oil. The 
data on these two items are relatively few compared with those discussed above but 
are nonetheless presented in Map 3.10 for illustration. The main concern in this 
section is not so much why the trade failed to prosper but rather the implication of 
this phenomenon in our overall understanding of Xinjiang's economy. 
Since grapes are abundant in Tulufan area, the grape wine industry had a long 
history in North Xinjiang. However, due to the Islamic taboo, no wine was sold to 
South Xinjiang. In any event, the trade of grape wine seemed also sporadic even in 
the northern part. As for outside trade, only Kobdo and Uliassutai in the Outer 
Mongolia imported Xinjiang's grape wine, probably because of the similar tastes of 
the nomadic people. 
Similiarly, the circulation of edible oil was also sporadic among the majority of 
the regions. The Kashi area (Shulefu, Gashixian, and Shachefu) was the only region 
needed to import oil from nearby regions. It should be noted that both Russian and 












































































































































































































































Both winde and oil were consumed in daily life (except wine to South Xinjiang 
Uyghurs), but not staple exporting foodstuffs. As showed on Map 5.10, the 
circulations of these two goods were much more stagnate than the main export 
commodities of Xinjiang, such as cotton cloth and furs. Actually, as discussed above, 
not only the production of wine and oil but also that of grains was largely in self-
contained conditions in most regions of Xinjiang in the early twentieth century. This 
is in contrast with the long-distance movement of certain products in a prolonged 
period, including the opening of some foreign trades that required the existence of 
certain viable market structure. In other words, the circulation of daily necessities in 
Xinjiang remained very limited and was independent from the prospering market 
conditions in co-existence. The prosperity of domestic and foreign trades might have 
improved the living standards of the locals. Nevertheless, the extent to which it was 
able to transform the local economy of Xinjiang into a market economy should not 
be overstated, even in the light of all these commercial activities. 
3.6 Overview of the Xinjiang markets in space 
From the GIS generated analysis, two central markets are observed in South 
and North Xinjiang respectively. The former centred in Dihua (Urumchi) area 
(including almost the entire Dihuafu, especially the Dihuaxian, Changjixian and 
Qitaixian areas). The latter centred in Kashi area (mainly including Shulefu, 
Gashixian, Shachefu, and Yingjishaerting). Obviously, political and historical 
elements mainly accounted for the phenomenon of these two central markets. 
Between them, the Kashi area had higher commercial level than the Dihua area. We 
should particularly notice that the market of Kashi area had stronger links with 
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Russian (and central Asian) market than with China proper and North Xinjiang 
markets. 
As revealed by the maps, there were two important higher-level intermediate 
markets in Wensufu and Kuchezhou. Located in the geographic central positions, 
they frequently connected the markets in northern and southern parts of Xinjiang. 
Another main intermediate market in the southern part of South Xinjaing was located 
in Yechengxian. This market collecting goods from Hetian zhou and part of Shache 
fu, then distributing these good northward to Wensu, Kuche, and even North 
Xinjiang. A frontier market existed in the Yili area (including Yili fu and 
Tachengting). Commodities were transported to this area from the east and the south. 
Russian merchants and other nomad peoples made their purchase and exchanges in 
this market. 
While trades by commodity have been discussed in this chapter, trades by 
region will be a subject of next chapter. 
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Chapter Four: Trades within and without Xinjiang 
In the last chapter, we have discussed the commercial activities in Xinjiang in 
terms of commodities. To better capture the dynamics of this sector of the Xinjiang 
economy, I will further explore the Xinjiang market conditions in three aspects in 
this chapter, namely the foreign trade, the local trade between the South and the 
North, and the trade with the China Proper. 
4.1. Foreign commercial relations 
On the flourishing foreign trade of Xinjiang, the memory of Catherine 
Macartney, wife of Georgoe Macartney, the first British consulate in Kashigaer, has 
this passage to offer. 
When I first went to Kashgar, very little foreign material had been brought to 
the bazaar, and everyone, except a few very rich bais, who always went clad 
in velvet, was dressed in their native red Kham.^ '^^  
Very soon, however, after I arrived a great change began to take place. 
Materials, stores, utensils, household furniture and fittings, sugar, and white 
flour were brought by caravon from Russia and India. The rich merchants 
began building Europeanized houses, using chairs and tables, and even the 
common people dressed in gaudy, large-patterned Russian prints, mostly with 
hideous pink roses scattered about a bright background. 
The lady was living there from 1898 to 1915, witnessing the acceleration of 
foreign influence on this area during the first decade of the twentieth century. 
‘14 "Kham", a kind of traditional Uyghur clothes. 
Catherine Macartney. An English Lady in Chinese Turkestan. (Hong Kong: Oxford University 
Press, 1985). pp.73-74. 
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Russian impact on Xinjiang's commerce is one of the most obvious information 
we acquired from the above discussion. Economic contacts between Russia and 
China certainly predated Qing imperial control of Xinjiang. Prior to Russia's 
occupation of Central Asia, Russian merchants had traded with the Taranchis^^^ at 
Kashgar (Kashigaer) under the rule of Galdan. The 1727 Kyakhta Treaty initiated a 
border trade that played a significant role in the development of trade relations 
between Russia and C h i n a . ' I n 1811 Russian caravans arrived at Ili and Tarbagatai 
(Tacheng) for the first time. The Ili Trade Agreement was conducted in 1851. By this 
agreement Ili and Tarbagatai were opened for trade which was to be duty free. 
During the war against Tungan rebellion from 1862-1877, Qing government was 
compelled to sign the Protocol of Chuguchak with Russia, ceding more than 440,000 
square kilometres of territory northwest of present-day Xinjiang Autonomous Region. 
Treaty of St. Petersburg was signed on February 24，1881. Qing government took 
back Yili from R u s s i a ^ a t the cost of permitting tax-free trade of Ili, Tarbagatai, 
Kashigaer, Urumchi, and other Xinjiang cities, establishing more Russian consulates 
at Jianyuguan, Yili, Targatai，Turfan (Tulufan) and Kashigaer, and opening 
Jiayuguan for trade and two trade routes through Nerchinsk and Kobdo. The open of 
Jiayuguan particularly provided chances for Russian merchants to share the profits of 
Chinese interior market. 
"6 Same as Yanchi. 
H7 About the detailed introduction and analysis about Sino-Russian trade in Kyakhta {maimaicheng in 
Chinese), please see Clifford M.Foust: Muscovite and Mandarin: Russia 's trade with China and its 
setting, 1727-1805. (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 1969) ； Lv Yan 呂妍: 
"Qingdai zhong'e qiaketu bianguan hushi shimo"清代巾俄拾：！；；！：歸丨邊關互市始末，XiboUya yanjiw, 
2002，no. 3. 
"8 On the whole course of Yili affair, see Immanuel Hsu Chung-yueh: The Ili crisis : A study of 
Sino-Russian Diplomacy, 1871-1881, (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1 9 6 5 ) . 
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Actually Xinjiang was the weakest part among all the Chinese economic reaction 
to Russian impact for a long time. About the Kyakhta trade in Siberia, though 
Chinese and Russian scholars have divergent views, a common understanding seems 
to hold that both Chinese and Russian economies were mutually benefited from it. If 
we disregard the Xinjiang border trade, the Russian trade deficit with China kept 
increasing from 1850 and reached a yearly average of over 23 million rubles in 1881-
1890. 119 However, for Russia, commerce in Xinjiang developed under more 
favorable conditions than both the Kyakhta and the maritime trade. Russian goods 
did not encounter heat competition from a third party and were in great demand in 
the far western part of China in the second half of the nineteenth century. 
On the Sino-Russian international and commercial relations in Xinjiang, both 
Chinese and Russian scholars (even officials) have created a substantial literature on 
the Sino-Russian trade in Xinjiang.^^^ Because of the abundance of statistics data, 
thanks to the Russian customs officials and intelligence agents, quantitative studies 
on this topic were particularly outstanding. It is not necessary to recount their works 
here. 
‘19 M. I. Sladkovskii; History of Economic Relations Between Russian and China, (Jerusalem: Isreal 
Program for scientific translations, 1966), p. 89. 
120 First hand materials includes Ni Wei Baogeyafuliansiji (N. B. Bogoiavlenskii)尼維鮑戈亞夫連 
斯基.Changcheng wai de zhongguo xibu diqu 長城外的中國西部地區，（Beijing: Shangwu 
Yinshuguan, 1980); A. H. Kuluopatejin A. H.庫羅帕特金(A. H. Kuropatkin). Kashiga'er: fade lishi, 
dili gaikuang, junshililiang, yiji gongye he maoyi瞎什鳴爾：它的歷史,地理槪況，軍事力量,以及工 
業和貿易. (Bei j ing: Shangwu yinshuguan, 1982) ； Research monographs and articles includes: Li 
Sheng 腐聲：Xinjiang dui Su (E) maoyi shi: 1600-1990,新疆對蘇（俄）贸易史：1600-1990， 
(Urumchi: Xinjiang Renmin chubanshe, 1993); Li Qifang 李齊芳：Zhong'e guanxishi 中俄關係史’ 
(Taibei: Lianjing chuban shiye gongsi, 2000)，Chapter 13; Ding Mingnan 丁名摘：Diguo zhuyi qinhua 
•s,/"帝國主義侵華史’ (Beijing: Renmin chubanshe, 1973); Mikhail Isofovich Sladkovskii; History of 
Economic Relations Bbetween Rtfssian and China, (Jerusalem: Isreal Program for Scientific 
Translations, 1966); Clifford M.Foust. Muscovite and Mandarin: Russia 's trade with China and its 
setting, 1727-1805. (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 1969); and Cheng Tien-
fong : A history of Sino-Russian relations, (Westport: Greenwood Press, 1975)，Chapter 4-6. 
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However, one point is worth highlighting. The four Russian "commercial circles" 
{maoyiquan) delimited in Yili, Tacheng, Kashigaer and Urumchi (Dihua) were the 
place where Russians could do certain businesses. These commercial circles not only 
were the headquarters of Russian economic infiltration into Xinjiang, but also to a 
large extent shaped the market development of those areas at that time. In particular, 
the Dihua (Urumchi) commercial circle, which was built the latest among the four, 
made it possible for the Russian merchants to expand their business into the 
hinterland of Xinjiang. These commercial circles where Russian merchants settled 
and their goods piling up kept expanding. Finally they formed big prerogative 
regions just like foreign concessions in the coastal area under the unequal treaties. In 
the early twentieth century, there were more than 3,800 Russian merchants living in 
the Tacheng commercial circle. While in 1907 Dihua commercial circle, this figure 
was only 800.^^' When referring to Map 2.11 of Chapter Two, we can see that in 
Yilifu, Tachengting, Shulefu, and Dihuaxian the foreigner communities were all 
fairly large in size. 
Among the locations of these four maoyiquan, Dihuaxian and Shulefu were the 
most commercially prosperous regions in Xinjiang. In contrast, Yili and Tacheng 
were hardly developed in Xinjiang, judging by the digital maps of economic patterns 
in Chapter One. However, as shown on the maps of commodity flow in this chapter, 
foreign trades in these two regions occurred comparably frequently. This is again an 
example illustrating the impact of Russian market on Xinjiang market framework. 
That Xinjiang economy had developed closer ties with the Russian markets than 
with Chinese domestic markets may be accounted for by the following factors: First, 
121 Li Sheng: Xinjiang dui su (E) maoyi shi: 1600-1990, (Urumchi: Xinjiang renmin chubanshe, 1993), 
p. 135. 
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the industrial level of Xinjiang fell obviously behind Russia at the early twentieth 
century, in particular, the technology in the light industry, such as spinning and 
weaving. Xinjiang did not have an edge in production competition. A comment in the 
Hami zhiliting xiangtuzhi goes: "Recently, Russian merchants distributed their cloth 
in the provincial capital. Uighur and Han women rushed to buy them because of their 
elegant and new design (huayang jingzhi), meanwhile profit of our twill cloth (xiebu) 
were gone by large.’“ 22 
Second, Russian merchants' privilege of tax exemption offered them 
overwhelming advantage in Xinjiang when competing with Chinese merchants, who 
had to pay not only regular customs (guanjuan) but also a lijin{a. new commercial tax) 
of 2.5 percent. It resulted in cheaper prices for Russian goods and the higher prices 
for Chinese ones. Such tax bias in competition let to overstocking of Chinese 
products. 123 
Third, the proximity of Russia to Xinjiang made it more favorable than the far 
longer distance between the China Proper and Xinjiang in terms of transportation. 
Such disparity in transportation cost is readily reflected in price differences. Among 
all the Chinese merchants groups in business in Xinjiang, even the nearest Shaanxi 
and Shanxi {shanshaan shangbang) itinerant traders had to do their business by 
traveling through the long and winding Gansu corridor, let alone those Tianjin 
merchants (jinshang) controlling the largest part of domestic trades of Xinjiang who 
had to come from Zhangjiakou and traveled immense distance in the Gobi to arrive 
122 XJXTZG, Hami zhiliting xiangtuzhi, volume of Shangwu. 
123 Xinjiang Waijiao Yanjiu Suo eds. Xinjiang waijiao diaocha baogaobiao 新ii夕卜交調查報告表，pp 
36-37. Cited in Lv Yiran 呂一燃，"Shijiu shijimo ershi shijichu sha'e dui xinjiang diqu de jingji 
q inlue"十九紀末二十世紀初沙俄對新疆地區的經濟侵略，Zhongguo beibu bianjiangshi yanjiu 
巾國北部邊骚史研究，（Ha’erbin:Heilongjiangjiaoyupress，1991) ,p .218 
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Xinjiang. As for Gansu province itself, although it was adjacent to Xinjiang, it hardly 
had any significant trade links with Xinjiang due to its underdeveloped economy. 
Forth, Russia's occupation on the inner Asian nomad areas either to the north or 
the west of Xinjiang enabled them to enlarge their "sphere of influence" on the 
market of border areas of Xinjiang. For instance, on March 3，1876，Kokand khanate 
and Andijan was transformed into Fergana province and annexed to Russia as a part 
of the Turkestan governor-generalship. Since Kokand had been one of the closest 
trade partners of Xinjiang during the entire Qing period,^^^ its annexation by Russia 
further consolidated the trades between the Uzbek merchants and Xinjiang as an 
integral part of the whole Russo-Xinjiang trade system. 
In addition, the common cultural heritage and language between these two parts 
made it more attractive for those Chinese Mongolians, Kazaks and Uighurs to choose 
the Russian goods sold by Kokand or Andijan merchants as compared to the business 
by the Chinese merchants who were culturally more alien to them. 
Although certain native states west of the Congling mountains, such as Kazaks, 
Burnt (Kirgiz), Kokand, and Bokhara continued to pledge allegiance to the Manchu 
Emperor after the annexation of Xinjiang in 1759, owing to lack of communications 
they were not actually brought under direct control of the imperial government but 
were treated as vassal states. Therefore, the relations between the Qing government 
and these indigenous tribes were fragile and would deprive the latter from foreign 
influences. 
124 o . EdmunD Clubb: China and Russia: the "Great game". New York and London: Columbia 
University Press, 1971, pp. 101. 
125 On the relation between Kokand and Xinjiang , see Pan Zhiping、？番;ik;平：Zhongya haohanguo yu 
qingdai Xinjiang 巾亞浩¥國與消代新疆.（Beij ing: Zhongguo Shehui kexue chubanshe, 1 9 9 1 ) . 
"Zhangge'er ruqin qianhou de qing yu haohan zhi guanxi"張格爾入侵前後的清游浩罕之關係， 
Xibeishidi, 1985，no.l; "Lun haohan hanguo de fuwang"論浩罕汗國的覆亡,Xinjiang shehui kexue, 
1988，no. 5. 
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However, Russian dominant position on Xinjiang's foreign trade encountered 
challenges in the late nineteenth century. 
The main competition Russia encountered in Xinjiang came from the Great 
Britain. British competition reduced Russian exports despite the existing favorable 
conditions for the development of Sino-Russian trade. Even before the 1880s, 
Russian exports to China dropped from a value of 9.3 million rubles in 1851-1855 to 
2.3 million in 1876-1880. Russian government and merchants felt the British 
pressure on Sino-Russian trade both in the maritime sphere and along the 
Xinjiang. 126 
Great Britain devoted its efforts to build, protect and expand its Indian colonial 
empire; and the continental power Russia tried to block the British expansion and 
consolidate its eastern (as well as western) border. From the late nineteenth century 
to the early twentieth, Russian interests and British interests collided in Xinjiang and 
competed fiercely. Apart from commerce, the British also endeavored to develop 
financial relations with Xinjiang. After the opening as a commercial port of 
Kashigaer, many Englishmen practiced money-lending there with high interest rates 
like usury. 127 
Map 4.1 and Map 4.2 indicated the struggle of interests between Russia and the 
Great Britain. It is apparent that the Russian influence on Xinjiang economy had 
extended to the heartland, even the most eastern region of Xinjiang. More kinds of 
agricultural and livestock products of Xinjiang were exported to Russia than to the 
Great Britain. The data show that the sphere of influence of the Great Britain was 
126 M. I. Sladkovskii; History of Economic relations between Russian and China, (Jerusalem: Isreal 
Program for scientific translations, 1966)，pp. 88-90. 
XJTZ, Volume 29, shiyezhi2 
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confined within South Xinjiang, and their import capacity could not be comparable 
to that of the Russian's. 
On the other hand, after the establishment of Xinjiang province, both the ruling 
class and private merchants took active parts in recovering and developing the trade 
between Xinjiang and the China Proper. However, by the early twentieth century, 
they still appeared uncompetitive under the pressure of Russia. Chinese and Russian 
roles in the Xinjiang markets had not been crucially reversed until the First World 
War and the collapse of Russian Empire. 
4.2. Local marketing system: the relationship between the economies 
of South and North Xinjiang 
As mentioned above, due to the historical and ethnical reasons, North Xinjiang 
(include the East match) and South Xinjiang always showed different economic 
features in the different historical periods after 1759. Among all those factors 
discussed above, the difference in ethnical structure of their population was most 
decisive. As Map 2.8, Map 2.9 and Map 2.10 show, in South Xinjiang, the 
proportions of Uyghur people of almost all the regions took up more than eighty 





























































































































































































































































































In order to maintain social stability, the Manchu government always 
implemented different social or economic policies in these two parts before the 
conflagrations of 1864. For instance, in contrast with the state policy encouraging 
farmers and merchants to migrate to North Xmjiang from the China Proper, the Qing 
did not open state farms in the South for subjects from China Proper until after the 
1830 Kokandi invasion. For the first seventy years of Qing rule in this area, with the 
only exception of the Green Standard soldiers and a small number of Chinese 
enslaved to begs, all other Han and Tungan in southern Xinjiang were officially 
classified as "merchants" {shangmin). Merchants from China Proper settled in South 
Xinjiang somewhat more slowly and in smaller numbers than they did in the Eastern 
and Northern Marches. Although they could trade and live there, they were not 
allowed to bring in their own families or marry local women until the 1830s. 
Therefore, it was actually difficult for the merchants from the China Proper to 
keep their business in the South for a long time or on a big scale. For instance, it is 
recorded: 
Altishahr (North Xinjiang) cities, particularly Yarkand and Kashgar, Had been 
important commercial centers before the Qing conquest, and after 1759 South and 
Central Asian merchants contributed greatly to this picture of plentitude and vigorous 
commercial activity in Altishahr. But in the eastern Xinjiang and Zungharia (North 
Xinjiang), it was the Han and Tungan merchants who replicated the Chinese 
commercial scene just as peasants, exiles, and soldiers on the state farm were 
creating an agricultural landscape reminiscent of the China Proper. ^^ ^ 
However, such circumstances changed dramatically after the establishment of 
Xinjiang as a province. From then on, the Qing government began to treat Xinjiang 
128 Millward. Beyond the Pass, p. 126. 
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not only as any other province within the Pass but also as a whole province with 
uniform policy instead of differentiating the northern and southern parts of Xinjiang 
as before. After successfully suppressing the Tungan rebellion and driving off the 
Kokand intruders by the famous Han officials such as Zuo Zongtang and Liu Jintang, 
The restrictions on Han Chinese's entering the South was removed and all the 
merchants from the China Proper were allowed to travel to trade either in South or 
North Xinjiang after paying the commercial tax. Such a crucial change of policy 
initiated a momentum of integration between South and North Xinjiang in every 
aspect of society and economy. 
Such a transformation explains why when we study all the digital maps of 
Chapter Two, apart from the Ethnic Pattern, no obvious borderline can be found 
between the North and South in other patterns. On the contrary, some maps, such as 
Map 2.3 and Map 2.4 clearly show that the Akesu dao (see Map 1.1) had already 
become a transition part that joined the southern and northern parts together. The 
commercial development of Kuche zhou, Wensu fu and Luntaixian strengthened the 
economic ties between the North and South. In addition, the new establishment of 
Xinpingxian and Ruoqiangxian based on the land reclamation on the Lop Nor area 
partially bridged the geographic separation of the Taklamakan Desert. 
Judging from the maps of commodity flow in Chapter 4，the cross-regional trade 
of a long distance had begun to develop between the South and North. Commodities 
of grain, cotton, Uyghur cotton cloth, fur and fur manufactures were transported from 
South Xinjiang to the North. The exporting regions of the South include: 
Yechengxian, Hetianzhou, Yutianzhou, Shachefu, Kuchzhou，Wensufu and Puliting. 
In other words, almost all the intermediate and central markets developed 
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commercial relations with North Xinjiang. Such goods were shipped to Yili and 
Dihua (together with neighbored Changji) for further distribution. It may imply that 
the destination of these goods in Yili was most likely Russia. As for those goods in 
the Dihua market, their outlets may have been the indigenous families in North 
Xinjiang or the retainers in the China Proper. On the contrary, it is not possible to 
find any records of commodity being export to the South from the North. As we have 
discussed in Chapter One, the agricultural and manufacturing sectors of North 
Xinjiang were more backward than that of the South. There may be a good reason 
why a reverse flow of goods is invisible in the records-for it did not exist. 
Both the trade between Xinjiang and the China Proper and that between 
Xinjiang and foreign counties had already existed before the 1860s and even before 
the 1759 conquest. What happened in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century 
were but trends intensified due more to the expansion of Russian and British powers 
than to new internal dynamics of commercial development. However, the integration 
of commercial connections between South Xinjiang and North Xinjiang took place 
mainly because of the uniform administrative system that was implemented in the 
whole Xinjiang and the increased social mobility there after 1864. 
4,3 Trade with the China Proper 
"The Manchus brought the Western Regions into China; merchants and a few 
articulate exiles like Ji Yun brought China to the Western Regions."^^^ During the 
two peaceful periods of from 1759 to the 1864 conflagrations and from 1884 to the 
eve of the fall of the Qing Empire, the influx of merchants from the China Proper to 
129 Millward. Beyond the Pass, p. 113. 
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the cities of Xinjiang created outposts of Chinese urban culture and commercial life 
throughout Xinjiang. 
When one discussed the trades between the China Proper and Xinjiang, Chinese 
merchants were the central concern in the issue since such trade was basically 
conducted by Han or Tungan merchants only who came from the China Proper. After 
the establishment of province, the government managed Kazak silk (and huibu)-
horse trade was abolished. Government's control over Xinjiang commerce therefore 
was largely diminished, allowing private merchants to play an increasingly important 
role in Xinjiang commerce and trade. 
During that period, almost all major Han merchant groups {shangbang) active in 
the stage of domestic markets left behind records in Xinjiang. Among them there 
were mainly eight groups of merchants doing business there: Tianjin and Hebei 
merchants group (yanbang), Shanxi merchants (Jinbang), Hunan merchants group 
(xiangbang), Shaanxi merchants group (qinbang), Gansu merchants group 
(longbang), Sichuang merchants group (shubang), Henan merchants group (yubang) 
and Hubei meichents group {ebangY^^ 
In terms of their business scale, we have the following evaluation by the 
contemporaries in the Republic Period: ''Yanshang's was the largest, jinshang was 
the second, q ins hang and longshang were third, y us hang and shushang were the 
smallest, and eshang had hardly occupied the market."^ 
Hunan merchants were absent in this queue because they were largely official-
merchants or at least had close relations with the Han ruling elites. Actually they 
See Pan Zhiping. "Qingji Xinjiang shangye maoyi", Xiyu yanjiu, 1995, no. 3. 
"I Yang Zanxu 嚴讚緖：“Kaifa Xinjiang shiye zhi guanjian"開發新疆寊業之關鍵,cited mXinjiang 
Mans hi (the third volume)新疆简史，（Urumchi: Xinjiang renmin chubanshe, 1980 (1997 printing)), p. 
41. 
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monopolized one of the large-scale trades between the China Proper and Xinjiang, 
that is, the managed tea trade. Soon after he put down the 1864 rebellion, Zuo 
Zongtang granted a monopolized right in this area of economic activities that 
promised enormous profit to the Hunan merchants. However, the subsequent decades 
till the 1900s witnessed gradual decline of this officially-managed trade. The quality 
of brick tea kept deteriorating to the extent that it became difficult to sell even among 
the common people. In such circumstance, the wide smuggling of tea was not only 
carried out by Chinese merchants but also by Russian merchants. Table 4.1 lists all 
the tea trade records in Xiangtuzhigao. Map 4.3 indicates the flow of tea trade as 
recorded in the sources. 
Table 4.1 Records of Tea Trade in Xiangtuzhigao 
Region Target Region Goods name Amount Unit 
Dihuaxian Jingheting — __gi iancha 1,500 Piece 
Qitaixian Jingheting guancha 1,500 Piece 
Qitaixian Kuerkalawusuting giiancha 1,000 Piece , 
"Qitaixian Changjixian guancha 800 Piece 
Tachengting Kuerkalawusuting guancha 5,000 Piece 
.Gansu Yutianxian nancha —— 5,000 Piece 
Gansu __ jLuntaixian — nancha 2,000 Piece 
Hubei Tachengting shangcha 25,000 P i e c e _ 
Hubei Tachengting guancha 100,000 Piece 
Hunan Suidingxian tea 
The China Proper Wensufu guancha 500； Piece 
The China Proper Qitaixian guancha 450 Can 
Shanxi Tachengting shangcha 25,000 Piece 




























































































The Treaty of St. Petersburg (1881) permitted the Russian merchants to trade 50 
li within the border without paying any tax. This tax-free policy also applied to 
Chinese merchants. Therefore in table 4.1，we found that shangcha were transported 
to Tachengting from Shanxi and Hubei. These shangcha could be shipped directly to 
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the Sino-Russian border at Tacheng via Inner Mongolia. 
Apart from tea, the export goods from the China Proper to Xinjiang were 
primarily articles of everyday use and some kinds of luxury goods including silk, 
porcelain, seafood, tonics, and condiments. Certainly, the amount of these goods 
cannot be large. As informed by all these maps of commodity flow in this Chapter, 
generally speaking, though there were many Chinese merchants engaged in business 
in Xinjiang, Xinjiang's exports to the China Proper were fairly limited during the 
period under investigation. 
The main commodities exporting to the China Proper from Xinjiang includes fur 
and livestock products, cotton, and medicines materials. Although livestock products 
were extremely abundant in Xinjiang, the trade to the China Proper was not 
prosperous correspondingly. It may be due to their bulky volumes and weights and to 
the immense distance between the China Proper and Xinjiang. Thus, with the clear 
advantage in a shorter distance and lower transportation cost, Russian merchants had 
a clear superiority in importing furs and livestock products over Chinese merchants. 
132 There were two major commercial routes to Xinjiang from China proper. Some merchants came to 
Xinjiang via the northern route that passed through Inner Mongolia north of the oxbow, or they 
detoured south to cut across the Ordos. These merchants were primarily from Shanxi or Beijing and 
operated out of bases there and in Zhangjiakou and Guihuacheng. The other merchants came to 
Xinjiang via the Gansu corridor. Their origins were diverse, but primarily they came from Shannxi 
and Gansu. 
I l l 
Cotton was the largest commodity exporting to the China Proper .“�As howed 
by Map 3.3, the bulk of the cotton was shipped to Gansu. Some was transported 
eastward to Shaanxi province, but no farther east. The market that merchants of the 
China Proper occupied most widely was the medicinal material market. Almost all 
the medicine trades of Xinjiang on Map 3.9 were related with the China Proper or 
Chinese merchants. 
However, not all the merchants from the China Proper were engaged in long 
distance business. Being clear about the disadvantages of cross provincial trades, 
some merchants stayed in Xinjiang and sought profits through the trades of a short 
distance. For example, Sichuan merchants largely controlled the medicine traffic 
from Changjixian to Dihuaxian. Such cases of sojourner merchants dominating 
certain areas of trade in Xinjiang, much as elsewhere in China, are by no means 
exception. 
Ni Wei Baogeyafuliansiji (N. B. Bogoiavlenskii) Changcheng wai de zhongguo xibu diqu, (Beijing: 
Shangwu Yinshuguan, 1980)，p. 172. 
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Conclusion 
We have examined Xinjiang's basic demographic situations and trade relations in 
the early twentieth century based on a GIS dataset. In a spatial approach, we could 
comprehend the discrepancy of economic growth among different regions and the 
market structure of Xinjiang through a more observable treatment of the data. In this 
conclusion, I shall first sum up my basic opinion on the trade and economic of 
Xinjiang and then reflect on the methodological implications of this study in the 
following section. 
The economy and trade of Xinjiang: issues of integration and 
sinicization 
As I have mentioned in the Introduction, the research on Xinjiang's social and 
economic conditions during the period from1884 to 1911 is relatively inadequate in 
both Western and Chinese scholarship. However, apart from the more peaceful 
century from 1759-1864，this is a crucial period for us to address questions which 
underlined main concern throughout the study. To what extent and by what means 
Xinjiang was integrated to the Central Empire by the eve of the fall of Imperial 
China? 
Although my own study is far from adequate to answer this question, it is certain 
that research on the trade and market of Xinjiang at that time reveals an important 
facet of the story of late Qing Xinjiang. 
According to James Millward's study, from the 1759 annexation to the time 
immediately prior to the conflagrations of 1864’ "a century of Qing imperial control 
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did not integrate Xinjiang's economy closely with the Chinese metropole." ^^ ^ 
Although private Chinese merchants had already tapped the considerable wealth in 
Xinjiang through various m e t h o d s , i t seems that Qing government had not desired 
to develop there any important sources of supply or markets for Chinese 
commodities until the Tungan rebellion. Millward thence argues: 
“Economic motives loom large in explanations of European expansion. For the 
Qing, I have found no justifications of empire that cite extraction of natural resources 
or commercial wealth as a goal until Gong Zizhen and Wei Yuan suggest this 
possibility after 1820. Nor does the need to secure markets for Chinese products 
feature as a reason. In fact, Qing authorities were most interested in making the 
territory self-sufficient.，’i36 
Things entered into another phase after the establishment of Xinjiang province in 
1884. By that time, Han domination and implementation of Chinese-style 
administration of frontier regions in Xinjiang, Mongolia, Manchuria, and Taiwan 
became standard dynastic policy as foreign pressures mounted in the latter half of the 
nineteenth century. For Xinjiang's case, as soon as Zuo Zongtang and Liu Jintang 
arrived at Xinjiang, they had begun to create favorable conditions for Chinese 
merchants.137 We should pay attention to the change of Xinjiang's economic and 
trade patterns that took place after 1884, since actually the ruling group there had 
experienced a transformation of identity at that time. Recently, there is an increasing 
Millward: Beyond the Pass, p. 249 
135 Ibid, pp.160-175. 
136 Ibid. p. 245. 
137 About Liu Jintang's policy of building post stations for merchants, see XJTZ, volume 29’ p. 1172; 
about Zuo Zongtang's supports to the tea traders from Hunan, see Zhang Zhengming 張正明， 
"Wanqing Jinshang yu cha wenhua"晚清晉商與茶文化，in Zhongguo jindai shi, 2001, no. 7; Ding 




literature on "Sinicization" in the West, many of which regarded the process as a 
fundamental issue in high Qing periods.^^^ As shown in previous chapters, there are 
clear signs of integration between Xinjiang and China that took place in the last 
decades of the Qing dynasty. It forms basic background for our research on the 
frontier history during that period. What implication can we draw from such 
phenomena of integration when considered in the context of "sinicization"? 
In the present study, three trends can be taken as signs of this process of 
integration. 
First of all, a tendency of economic integration between South Xinjiang and 
North Xinjiang took shape by the early twentieth century. As noted in the study, the 
Akesu dao had already become a transition part that linked the southern and northern 
parts together. In addition, the cross-regional trade of long distance had begun to 
develop between the South and North. Although there is a sizeable literature written 
by Chinese scholars on the economic development after the establishment of 
Xinjiang as a province, only a few studies paid attention to the difference between 
the South and North]39 Nevertheless, these few studies failed to discuss the meaning 
of the tighter connection between these two parts. Although Hua Li pointed out that 
by the end of Guangxu reign, an intact trade network of agricultural produces had 
already come into being in theory,丨彳。he turned away his attention without pursuing 
further on this topic. 
138 About the issue of "Sinicization", see Evelyn Rawski, "Reenvisioning the Qing," Jounia/ 
55 4 ( 829-50; Ho Ping-ti, "In Defense of Sinicization: A Rebuttal of E v e l 广 " s 
= 二 二 二 l i Qmg，”’ Journal of Asian Studies 57.1 (1，”)： ；23-155 Pame^ Crossley’ 
“Thinking about Ethnicity in Early Modem China," Late Imperial China 11.1 (1990). 1-34. ” 
.39 See Qi Qingshun, "Xinjiang jiansheng yu nanjiang weiwu'er shehui jingji de biange he fazhan’，； 
Hua Li, Qingdai Xinjiang nongye kaifa shi, pp.244-249. 
140 Hua Li, Qingdai Xinjiang nongye kaifa shi, p. 244. 
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As mentioned above, due to the ethnical and administrative diversities between 
the South and North, there was little noteworthy trade relation between these two 
parts before 1884. It was the uniform administrative system implemented in the 
whole Xinjiang that put the previously disperse and unorganized trades on the path of 
orderly development. In addition, the government-encouraged migration from South 
Xinjiang to the North accelerated the cross-regional flow of commodities. It created 
an increasing demand for such products that could not been found in the North, for 
instance, the fur manufactures. 
Furthermore, as illustrated by the trade-flow maps in Chapter 3, the central 
market of the trades between Xinjiang and the China Proper were located at North 
Xinjiang, specifically speaking, Dihua fu. Some goods such as fur manufactures and 
herbal medicines were transported from South Xinjiang to the North and then 
redistributed to the interior. In this case, the economic integration between South 
Xinjiang and North Xinjiang is observed as an indication for Xinjiang's 
incorporation into the domestic market. 
The second trend is that the Chinese migration to Xinjiang continued to increase 
during the period under investigation. The Chinese migration mentioned here refers 
to both Han and Tungan {hui) people that came from the China Proper. After Zuo 
Zongtang's recovery of the territories in Xinjiang, Chinese immigration to this area 
increased drastically. The same trend remains continuously until today. At the very 
beginning they were encouraged and assisted by the government, but after the 
deterioration of domestic situation, especially the Boxer's war, common people 
became refugees and migrated to Xinjiang en mass in enormous numbers. However, 
record has it that: “the area beyond the Great Wall was even more alien to the Han 
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people than the Siberia to the Russian migrants". 
Map 2.8 and Map 2.9 indicate that Han as well as Tungan migrants were the 
majority of the registered population in North Xinjiang, and begun to penetrate to 
most of the regions in the South. Particularly, as revealed by those maps, the shares 
of Chinese population were higher in southern regions where the economy and trade 
were relatively developed. Since a substantial proportion of the Chinese migrants 
were merchants, traders and farmers, it is likely that Chinese had already played an 
indispensable role in the economic and social life of Xinjiang. More importantly, as 
one Russian officer had noticed, "Since the number of Han migrants increased year 
by year, this region naturally became more attached to China." 
The third trend is the strengthening tie between Xinjiang and the China Proper. 
However, this process was by no means accomplished during this period due to the 
presence of foreign powers. Direct trade relationship between Xinjiang and the 
interior was quickly recovered after the recovery of Xinjiang by Zuo, but was 
reinforced mainly by the private Chinese merchants this time. Although these 
merchants even outnumbered the Han and Tungan merchants in Xinjiang during the 
period from 1759 to 1864 and engaged in much wider variety of trades in X i n j i a n g , 
the Russian as well as British dominances over the markets and their impacts over 
the Xinjiang economy were still greater in scale in many aspects than the China 
Proper. 
From these trends, we can however hardly conclude that sinicization of Xinjiang 
took place en mass. While there was largely increased Han population in Xinjiang, 
there is no evidence that two communities had integrated to the extend that the 
141 Ni Wei Bogeyalianfusiji (Bogoiavlenskii, N. B.), Changcheng wai de zhongguo xibu diqu, p. 30. 
142 Pan Zhiping，"Qingji Xinjiang shangye maoyi". 
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indigenous one being considered assimilated, or sinicized in this sense. This point is 
also supported by Lattimore's early s t u d y . ' � ^ 
To sum up, from the establishment of Xinjiang as a province in 1884 to the 
collapse of the Qing Empire, Han officials had endeavored to converge Xinjiang as a 
homogenous part of China in both administrative and economic ways. Under 
governmental policies that were fundamentally different with those practiced by 
Manchu officials before 1864, Xinjiang's economy enjoyed considerable 
development, built closer links with the China Proper, and unfolded some new 
characteristics. Although this new process was interrupted time and again by, first, 
the fall of the imperial order in 1911 and, then, the frequent changes of regime 
subsequently, it was resumed each time and has not reversed its course thus far. 
The spatial patterns of commodity flows presented in the data sources used by 
this research have somewhat shown signs of economic integration between Xinjiang 
and the China Proper. However, the short period these data covered makes it too 
early to conclude the degree of the integration. Furthermore, demographic data alone, 
which are the analytical basis of this research, make one hard to draw firm 
conclusions on the trend of sinicization. Sinicization, which refers not only economic 
but also cultural integration, could be a longer and more complex process in 
comparison with economic integration. For the period studied, there is still lack of 
hard evidence on sinicization. Although scholars today have found stronger evidence 
on economic integration since the 1980s, even that the process of economic 
integration has been far from being complete for the time being. As for the process of 
sinicization, it lags much behind the process of economic integration. 
Lattimore, Inner Asian Frontiers of China, pp. 169-171. 
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Methodological implication: GIS for historical regional research 
As G. William Skinner has pointed out, Chinese history is the combined histories 
of several macro-regions, each of which had its own pattern of development. 144 in 
addition, "the effects of institutional factors, such as the legal system, local religious 
and educational establishments, and the local social fabric, were spatially 
differentiated.”i45 For Xinjiang in the Qing dynasty, the effects of ethnical, religious 
and military factors were particularly evident in shaping the unique path of this area 
which was unsynchronized with the other areas of China. Moreover, even within 
Xinjiang, these factors facilitated certain extent of independence among different 
spatial components, for instance, the southern, eastern, and northern parts, as they 
each proceeded along their process of development. Therefore, as an effective tool of 
spatial analysis, the Geographic Information System (GIS) helps us observe both the 
discrepancy and resemblance among all the administrative units of Xinjiang in a 
more systematic and graphic manner. 
GIS essentially functioned as a spatial platform for this research. By creating a 
dataset of administrative units, I can develop a set of thematic maps based on 
different topics and accordingly try to develop interpretation on the relationships 
among those units indicated by the maps. The advantage of creating the GIS platform, 
rather than printing paper maps, is that the relationships between the units can be 
modified and improved whenever new information becomes available. 
When Xinjiang was established as a province, the number of its administrative 
units was even less than half of that of Guizhou and Guangxi, which were the two 
G. William Skinner, "Cities and the Hierarchy of Local Systems", in The city in late imperial 
China, (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1977)，pp. 275-351. 
Billy K. L. So, Prosperity, Region, and Institutions in Maritime China: The South Fukien Pattern, 
946-1368 (Cambridge and London: Harvard University Press, 2000)，pp. 286-287. 
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smallest provinces in China .However , as this study has shown, when we examine 
the literal information against the platforms of the administrative-units on the maps, 
we are still able to find out some new information that could hardly be observed 
otherwise. Therefore, we have reason to believe that the spatial analysis of the GIS 
tool can be highly instrumental in historical research in regional perspective (at least 
on provincial level), and may become increasingly more so. 
Nonetheless, there is limitation of the GIS technique in historical study. While it 
can analyze the historical data in a more systematic way and present the spatial 
patterns in an effective manner, GIS, as a tool of quantitative analysis, cannot well 
interpret the spatial patterns. Better understanding of Xinjiang's development 
requires both quantitative and qualitative analyses. This research has attempted to 
employ GIS techniques to present historical data, which is quite new for historical 
studies. Although the demographic patterns of Xinjiang in the late Qing period has 
been nicely presented in this thesis, full understanding of these patterns call for more 
qualitative studies, which has not been done enough in my work. 
146 Liang Jiagui 梁家貝："Zuo Zongtang yu Liu Jintang zai Xinjiang jiansheng fang'an shang de 





Andijan: 安集延 Bachuzhou: 巴楚州 
Changjixian: 昌吉縣 Dihuaxian: 迪化縣 
Fukangxian: 阜康縣 Fuyuanxian: 孚遠縣 
Gashixian: 伽師縣 Guannei: 關内 
Guihuacheng: 歸化城 Hamiting: 哈密廳 
Hetianzhou: 和闐州 Hutubixian: 呼圖壁縣 
Jingheting: 精河廳 Kashigaer: 略什鳴爾 
Kepingfenxian: 柯坪分縣 Kobdo: 科布多 
Kokand: 浩罕 Kuchezhou: 庫車州 
Kuerkalawusuting:庫爾略勒烏蘇廳 Kyakhta: 恰克圖 
Luntaixian: 輪台縣 Lop Nor: 羅布泊 
Luopuxian: 洛浦縣 Ningyuanxian: 寧遠縣 
Pishanxian: 皮山縣 Puliting: 蒲犁廳 
Qitaixian: 奇台縣 Ruoqiangxian: 婿宪縣 
Shachefu: 莎車府 Shanshanxian: 鄯善縣 
Shayaxian: 沙雅縣 Shufuxian: 疏附縣 
Shulefu: 疏勒府 Suidingxian: 緩定縣 
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Suilaixian: 緩來縣 Tachengting: 塔城廳 
Tarim Basin: 塔里木盆地 Taklamakan Desert:塔克拉瑪干沙漠 
Tulufanting: 吐魯番廳 Uliassuta: 烏里雅蘇台 
Urumchi: 烏魯木齊 Wensufu: 溫宿府 
Wensuxian: 溫宿縣 Wushiting: 烏什廳 
Xinpingxian: 新平縣 YanqifU: 焉耆府 
Yechengxian: 葉城縣 Yili: 伊犁 
Yilifu: 伊犁府 Yingjishaerting: 英吉莎爾廳 
Yutianxian: 于闐縣 Zhenxiting: 鎮西廳 
Nerchins: 尼布楚 
Personal Names and Terms 
Beg: 伯克 Buhui: 布回 
Burnt: 布魯特 Chanhui: 纏回 
ChudengXuetang:初等學堂 Ebo: 鄂博 
Galdan: 鳴爾丹 Gelugpa: 黃教 
Guipibu: 桂皮布 Hakim beg: 哈奇木伯克 
Huibu: 回布 Jasak: 札薩克 
Jianzhi: 建置 JunxianZhi: 郡縣制 
Kagyupa: 紅教 Kazakh: 哈薩克 
Khoja: 和卓 Lijin: 釐金 
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Liu Jingtang: 劉錦棠 Maoyiquan: 貿易圈 
Minzheng: 民政 Shangbang: 商幫 
Shangmin: 商民 Shizhen: 市鎮 
Tahui: 塔回 TaoMo: 陶模 
Tungan: 東干 Uyghur: 維吾爾 
Xiangcun: 鄕村 Ya，erduan: 雅爾緞 
Yanchi: 燕齊 Yangbu: 洋布 
Yaqub: 阿古柏 Zunghar: 準喝爾 
Zuo Zongtang: 左宗棠 Xiexiang 协饱 
Place Name of Hanyu Pinyin and English 
Akesu: Aksu Hetian: Khotan 
Kashigaer: Kashgar Kuche: Kucha 
Tacheng: Tarbagatai Tulufan: Turfan 
Wulumuqi: Urumchi Wushi: Ush 
Yanqi: Karashalir Yecheng: Yarkand 
Yili: Hi Yingjishaer: Yangi Hisar 
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A map sample in Jiukan Xingjiang yutu 
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